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Design-by-Analogy is a powerful tool to augment the traditional methods of 
concept generation and offers avenues to develop innovative and novel design solutions. 
Few tools exist to assist designers in systematically seeking and identifying analogies 
from within design repositories such as the United States Patent and Trademark Office 
patent database.  A new tool for extracting functional analogies from patents has been 
developed to perform this task utilizing a Vector Space Model algorithm to quantitatively 
evaluate the functional similarity between design problems and patent descriptions of 
products.  
Initially, a Boolean Search approach was evaluated and several limitations were 
identified such as a lack of quantitative metrics for determining search result relevancy 
ranking as well as inadequate query mapping methods. Next, a Vector Space Model 
search tool was developed which includes extensive expansion of the Functional Basis 
using human-based term classification and automated document indexing techniques. The 
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resulting functional patent controlled vocabulary consists of approximately 2,100 unique 
functions extracted from 65,000 randomly selected patents. The patent search database 
was generated by indexing 275,000 patents selected from the over 4 million patents 
available in digital form.  
A graphical user interface was developed to facilitate query vector generation, and 
the accompanying search result viewing interface provides data clustering and relevancy 
ranking. Two case studies are conducted to evaluate the efficacy of the search engine. 
The first case study successfully replicated the functional similarity results of a classic 
Design-by-Analogy problem of the guitar pickup winder. The second case study is an 
original design problem consisting of an automated window washer, and the results 
illustrate the range of analogically distant solutions that can be extracted ranging from 
very near-field, literal solutions to the far-field cross domain solutions.  
 Finally, the search tool’s efficacy with regard to increasing quantity and novelty 
of ideas produced during Concept Generation is experimentally evaluated.  The two 
factors evaluated are first whether analogies improved performance and second how the 
functionality level of the analogy impacted performance. The experimental results 
showed an increase in novelty for high functionality analogies compared with the control 
and other experimental groups. No statistically significant difference was found with 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
INTRODUCTION TO CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
The product design process consists of three distinct phases: the problem 
definition phase, the conceptual design phase and the embodiment design phase (Ullman, 
2003, Otto and Wood, 2001). The definition phase identifies an opportunity through 
market and customer needs analysis which are then mapped to a set of engineering 
specifications. During the conceptual design phase, concepts are generated to meet the 
needs of the design problem identified in the previous phase. The concepts generated are 
evaluated using a variety of concept selection tools, and the “best” or preferred design is 
selected for implementation. The embodiment design phase consists of tasks that 
iteratively define the details of the final embodiment of the design such as geometry, 
material properties, architecture and performance. The product design process is iterative 
and previous phases are repeated in order to deliver a product, or portfolio of products, 
that meets or exceeds the customers’ needs and expectations.  
The conceptual design phase and specifically the concept generation process is a 
critically important phase of the product development process. The concepts generated 
ultimately establish the architecture and performance of the final design (Pahl and Beitz, 
1996). This phase also establishes much of the project cost (Römer, Weißhahn and 
Hacker, 2001). At the beginning of concept generation, the solution design space is 
entirely open, and the greatest opportunities for innovation are available. Several creative 
techniques are employed to generate design concepts such as brainstorming, 
brainsketching, and the CSketch/6-3-5 method (Osborn, 1957, Vangundy, 1988, Otto and 
Wood, 2001, Markman and Wood, 2009). Complementary to these methods, the use of 
functional analogies has been promoted as an important technique for synthesizing 
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innovative and novel solutions, and research has empirically verified this effect (Cagan, 
et al., 2011, Chan, et al., 2011, Linsey, et al., 2006).  Appropriate representations of the 
design problem must first be developed to enable the effective application of these 
concept generation techniques. The following section describes functional representations 
of design problems in detail.  
Design Problem Representation and Functional Modeling 
Designers use various external design representations for a wide range of 
functions and it has been shown that specific representations are better suited for specific 
tasks e.g. sketching for solution development, complex models for verifying 
requirements, etc (Römer, et al., 2001).   For concept generation, design problems should 
be represented by a set of solution-neutral functions to minimize design fixation and 
enable the greatest number of concepts to be considered (Pahl and Beitz, 1996, 
Chakrabarti and Bligh, 2001, Otto and Wood, 2001).  The process of developing a 
functional representation of a concept is called functional modeling and begins with an 
abstracted black box formulation of the overall product function. The black box model is 
then decomposed it into sub-functions connected by their associated input flows.   
Decomposing the abstracted functional representation into aggregated function 
chains results in the creation of a repeatable function structure representing the internal 
functionality of a concept (Kurfman et al, 2001, 2003).  In addition to the development of 
a decomposition methodology, extensive efforts have produced a standard language for 
representing the function and flows associated with each sub-function called the 
Functional Basis (Stone and Wood 2000a, Hirtz et al, 2002) as shown in Table 1.  
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Table 1: Reconciled Functional Basis functions  
 
Class (Primary) Secondary Tertiary Correspondents
isolate, sever, disjoin
Divide
detach, isolate, release, sort, split, disconnect, 
subtract
Extract refine, filter, purify, percolate, strain, clear
Remove cut, drill, lathe, polish, sand
Distribute
diffuse, dispel, disperse, dissipate, diverge, 
scatter
Import Form entrance, allow, input, capture
Export
dispose, eject, emit, empty, remove, destroy, 
eliminate
carry, deliver
Transport advance, lift, move
Transmit conduct, convey
direct, shift, steer, straighten, switch
Translate move, relocate
Rotate spin, turn




Mix add, blend, coalesce, combine, pack
Actuate enable, initiate, start, turn-on
Control, equalize, limit, maintain
Increase allow, open
Decrease close, delay, interrupt
adjust, modulate, clear, demodulate, invert, 
normalize, rectify, reset, scale, vary, modify
Increment amplify, enhance, magnify, multiply
Decrement attenuate, dampen, reduce
Shape compact, compress, crush, pierce, deform, form
Condition prepare, adapt, treat
end, halt, pause, interrupt, restrain
Prevent disable, turn-off
Inhibit shield, insulate, protect, resist
Convert Convert
Condense, create, decode, differentiate, digitize, 




Collect absorb, consume, fill, reserve
Supply provide, replenish, retrieve
feel, determine
Detect discern, perceive, recognize
Measure identify, locate
announce, show, denote, record, register
Track mark, time
Display emit, expose, select
Process compare, calculate, check
Stabilize steady
Secure constrain, hold, place, fix



















The Functional Basis consists of a set of function and flow words used as a verb-object 
couple to describe the action imparted on the input flows of each sub-function and is 
sufficiently abstracted to cover the entire function and flow space. This basis forms a 
standard taxonomy for describing a design concept and enables concepts or products to 
be directly compared. Figures 1and 2 illustrate the functional decomposition and 
modeling process for a portable jigsaw product. The black box representation in Figure 1 
defines the system level functionality as well as the input and output flows to the system.   
 
 
Figure 1: Functional model at system level for a Black and Decker Firestorm jigsaw. 
In Figure 2, the system is further decomposed to an atomic functional level. The atomic 
functional level is defined as the level where further decomposition is not possible or 
adds no information to the model. For each input flow, the designer must visualize the 
operations and transformations which take place internally to the system through to the 
outputs. These operations are expressed in the verb-object form and arranged in function 
chains representing a logical causal relationship from input to output.  
 
KE, Noise, Vibration, Heat
Reaction Forces
EE, Hand Force, Finger Force
Impact
Hand, Finger, Battery, Wood
Blade









Figure 2: Functional model at the atomic functional level for a Black and Decker 
Firestorm jigsaw. 
Additional methods can be applied to the functional model to identify modules and 
interface boundaries (Stone and Wood, 2000b). This information can be used to simplify 
a complex functional model as well as discover opportunities to improve 
manufacturability, maintainability, and reliability early in the design process through 
function sharing and proper interface design. The modules contained in the jigsaw 
product are signified by the function chains contained in each colored box in Figure 2.   
A standardized functional model also facilitates archiving and retrieval of design 
knowledge.  To that end, several systems have been developed to store the design 
knowledge contained in the functional models for design reuse (Bohm and Stone, 2004a, 
2004b, 2005, Szykman et all, 1998, 2000).  In addition, computational tools have been 













































































of concept variant generation (Bryant et al, 2005a, 2005b; Terpenny and Mathew, 2004, 
Potter et al, 2003). 
One limitation of the functional modeling procedure is that selection of flow 
variables necessitates that process choices must be made early in the conceptual design 
process. In the jigsaw example, a process choice is made to utilize a battery as the power 
source. This is an obvious choice for a portable device, but alternative power sources 
such as fuel cells, solar cells, or pneumatically powered devices are expressly excluded 
from consideration. The single, domain-dependent model can lead to missed 
opportunities for novelty and innovation. The benefits of a domain-independent, 
function-only representation of the design problem are discussed in the context of 
functional analogies in the following sections. 
INTRODUCTION TO ANALOGY 
Understanding the cognitive process involved with forming analogies is 
fundamental to the development of any tool or methodology that seeks to improve the 
Conceptual Design process. Analogy can be viewed as a mapping of knowledge from one 
situation (source) to another (target) enabled by a supporting system of relations or 
representations between situations (Chiu, 2003; Gentner, 1983; Falkenhainer et al, 1989). 
Two levels of relations exist between potential sources and targets. The first is superficial 
similarity which refers to the resemblance between source and target. In the design space, 
superficially similar target would resemble the source architecturally and/or 
geometrically and operate within the same physical domain. This superficial level of 
analogy is also referred to as near-field analogy (Cagan, et al., 2011, Schunn, et al., 2011, 
Chan, et al., 2011). The second level is structural similarity which refers to the underlying 
resemblance of relations between the objects of the source and the objects comprising the 
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target (Blanchette and Dunbar, 2000).  Forbus, et al. (1994) states that structural 
similarity exists if the relations holding between the objects in the source are similar to 
the relations between the objects in the target, independently of the similarity between the 
objects themselves. In the language of functional modeling, the objects are the flows and 
the relations between the objects are the functions, and by inference, in the design space, 
structural similarity is equivalent to functional similarity. Targets with structural 
similarity with little or no superficial similarity are referred to as far-field analogies 
(Cagan, et al., 2011, Schunn, et al., 2011). Several authors have stated structural 
(functional) similarity is a critical feature of analogy (Falkenhainer et al, 1989, Gentner, 
D., 1983, Gentner, D. and Markman, 1997).  
In Figure 3, the two levels of analogy are illustrated using examples of devices 
designed to transport humans off-road, where the system level functions and flows are 
transport and human, respectively. The qualifier off-road also implies a set of secondary 
input flows such as vibration, uneven terrain, variable surface materials, etc.   
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Figure 3: Analogous solutions for Transport Human off-road (a) Benchmark solution: 
four-wheeled ATV (Polaris Sportsman 500, 2003), (b) Transport function 
analogy: English Channel hovercraft (SRN4 Hovercraft, 2000), (c) Superficial 
target, near-field analogy: six-wheeled ATV (Polaris Sportsman 6x6, 2007), 
(d) Structural target, far-field analogy: hovercraft (Personal Hovercraft, 2010). 
The benchmark solution to this design problem is the four-wheeled all-terrain vehicle 
(ATV) depicted in Figure 3(a). Using this as the source solution, the superficially similar 
design concept of the six-wheeled ATV (Figure 3(c)) can readily be derived. The 
operating principles and domain are identical as are the basic components. The concept 
would be considered a parametric redesign where the parameter is number of wheels 
most likely being driven by a load capacity requirement. The structurally similar target 
concept of the hovercraft (Figure 3(b)) performs the same transport human in a different 





transportation are fundamentally different between the two concepts (wheels versus air 
cushion) although some superficial similarity does exist in the human/machine interface 
architecture. Mapping both the benchmark solution and the functional analogy solution to 
the Transport Human off-road domain results in a hybrid solution such as the personal 
off-road hovercraft shown in Figure 3(d). 
This process of analogical comparison fosters new inferences and promotes 
construing problems in new insightful ways. The potential for creative problem solving is 
most noticeable when the situation domains are very different (Gentner and Markman, 
1997, Cagan et al., 2011). An examination of the spontaneous use of analogy with 
engineers found that experts use more analogies than novices. Experts also tend to use 
more generalized analogies as opposed to the more case-based reasoning used by novices 
(Bell et al, 2004). This difference can be explained because novices have more difficulty 
retrieving relevant information when needed and have more difficulty mapping concepts 
from different domains due to a lack of experience (Kolodner, 1997). A structured 
Design-by-Analogy methodology would be useful for minimizing the effects of the 
experiential gap between novice and expert. The cognitive analogical process is based on 
the representation and processing of information, and therefore can be implemented 
systematically given an appropriate representation of the information and information 
processing tools (Kryssanov et al, 2001; Goldschmidt and Weil, 1998).  
DESIGN-BY-ANALOGY METHODS AND TOOLS 
As discussed previously, concept generation is critical to the development of a 
successful design process. Only relying on a design team’s own experiences during 
concept generation can result in the exclusion of a vast array of feasible concepts 
especially concepts that lie outside the stated problem domain.  Few formal methods exist 
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to assist designers during the conceptual design phase, but one method which has great 
potential to produce innovative designs is Design-by-Analogy. Additionally, previous 
research has shown usage of analogy can mitigate the effects of design fixation (Linsey, 
et al., 2010). 
A robust Design-by-Analogy methodology enables designers to identify non-
obvious analogous solutions even in cases where the mapping between concepts is 
tenuous and/or the concepts occupy different domains. Analogous concepts can be 
identified by creating abstracted functional models of concepts and comparing the 
similarities between their functionality.  In Figure 4, an innovative design for an electric 
guitar pickup winder was created using the non-obvious analogy of a vegetable peeler.  
The abstracted functional model for the pickup winder identified the similarity to the 
vegetable peeler as well as more obvious analogies to a fishing reel and sewing machine 
bobbin winder (McAdams and Wood, 2002).  Appropriate functional representation of 
design concepts is as critical to the successful implementation of Design-by-Analogy as 
is developing a systematic approach to search for and evaluate the utility of functionally 
similar concepts.  
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Figure 4: Non-obvious design analogy between an electric vegetable peeler and a guitar 
pickup winder as a result of functional model comparison. (McAdams and 
Wood, 2002). 
Another structured approach which utilizes biomimetic principles for generating 
concepts and provides a systematic process for identifying analogous biological 
phenomena (Hacco & Shu, 2002). Using a semantic representation of the functional 
requirements problem, keywords are derived that relate the function to biological 
processes. A search is then preformed using a biology textbook as the reference database.  
Several tools have been developed to perform data retrieval and information 
interpretation using semantic representation (Velardi et al, 1991).  ConceptNet is a tool 
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that implements a semantic representation algorithm to derive contextual meaning and 
analogies from common natural language phrases (Liu and Sign, 2004a, 2004b).   The 
Semantic Knowledge Representation (SKR) project utilizes semantic representations to 
enhance information retrieval in large medical databases (Rindflesch and Aronson, 2002; 
Rindflesch, 1996). The SKR project utilizes a metathesaurus of medical terms to generate 
a large number of related search terms based on a simple semantic phrase to ensure a 
greater portion of the database information is queried (Aronson et al, 1994). A similar 
controlled vocabulary of engineering terms would be useful for generating functional 
descriptions for analogy searches.  
Domain-Independent Functional Semantic Representation with Verbs 
Linguistics research states verbs are inherently relational by nature and impose 
fewer psychological constraints compared to nouns (Gentner, 1981). Verbs represent 
relational concepts whereas nouns are object-reference concepts.  In the following 
section, an alternative functional representation for design problems is proposed to 
leverage the cognitive flexibility of the verb.  
As discussed previously, functional modeling using the Function-Flow Basis is a 
useful tool for representing design intent, but the specification of the flow inputs has the 
consequence of defining the solution domain as a function of the process choices. A truly 
solution-independent representation should not fix the design space within a particular 
domain. This can be accomplished by removing the flow objects from the verb-object 
functional model. The resulting abstract verbal representation is entirely conceptual, 
relational and solution independent. For example, the functional semantic representation 
of the jigsaw in Figure 2 can be expressed as: 
Import : Secure : Release : Transmit : Regulate : Transform : Distribute 
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The representation is greatly simplified as common functions acting on different flows 
collapse into a single verb. It is acknowledged that the functional semantic representation 
expressed in abstracted basis functions lacks granularity necessary to be useful for 
concept generation (Chiu, and Shu, 2007). The representation scheme will use lower 
level functional (tertiary and correspondents) to specify the design problem. The jigsaw 
translated into one possible combination of the correspondent functions from Table 1 
would be represented as:   
Capture : Fix : Release : Convey : Control : Transform : Disperse 
In the research that follows, an expanded controlled vocabulary of lower level functions 
is derived, building on the Functional Basis, that spans the entire design space of the 
design repository. 
PATENT DATABASE AS A DESIGN REPOSITORY 
Beginning in 1976, the United State Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) has 
electronically archived full text versions of all granted patents (www.uspto.gov/patents). 
As a result, the USPTO patent database now contains over 4 million patents containing a 
vast amount of embedded design information. In addition to the sheer volume of 
information contained in the patent database, two fundamental properties of patents, 
utility patents in particular, make them ideal sources to obtain analogies and concepts that 
lead to innovative solutions (USPTO, 2010). In order to be patentable, the device or 
process must be both useful and novel, where useful is defined as being functional and 
operable. Novel is defined as being non-obvious and having not previously existed in the 
public domain (USPTO, 2010). Another useful feature of the patent database for design 
information retrieval is the Patent Classification structure. Approximately 450 well-
defined primary classification categories have been established to organize and group 
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patents according to the field of invention. An example of a patent class and definition 
would be Class 84: Music which is defined as follows: 
 This class includes the instruments used in producing music and includes (1) 
electrical music instruments, (2) automatic instruments, and (3) those hand played. 
The automatic instruments and the hand played instruments have a parallel 
classification so far as seems practical, and in both the patents are divided in the 
usual way into four groups, stringed, wind, rigid vibrators, and membranes. Then 
follow details or features common to groups (1), (2), and (3). This class also 
includes some accessory devices generally recognized as belonging to the art or 
industry. (http://www.uspto.gov/web/patents/classification/uspc084/defs084.htm) 
The classification system is a powerful element that benefits information retrieval 
by enabling data clustering for more efficient search result presentation and organization 
(Kang, et al., 2007). Patents are structurally well formed with distinct partitions, and the 
sections which contain the embedded design information are the abstract, claims and 
description. The regular structure of the documents will enable relatively simple 
implementation of natural language processing techniques to extract functional 
information. A review of patent search and information extraction literature exposed a 
dearth of literature on function extraction and concept generation from patents in general. 
The majority of literature is related to the topics of patent invalidity searches and patent 
informatics (Trippe, 2003, Tseng, et al., 2007), but the same information extraction 
principles will be applied for deriving the patent functionality. The detailed procedure is 
discussed in the following chapters.  
HYPOTHESIS AND OBJECTIVES 
Objectives 
The primary objective of this research is to develop appropriate tools to enable 
web-based search for design analogies. With these tools, the designer will be able to 
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methodically search the vast amount of design information available online in patent 
archives. The resulting analogous concepts will be used to complement and infuse the 
concept generation process by introduction of non-obvious analogies resulting in 
innovative conceptual designs. The current work utilizes previous work encompassing 
functional modeling and representation of design concepts, online information retrieval 
from text-based databases, and concept similarity metrics to develop a systematic method 
for extracting near and far-field analogies based on functional similarity. Experimental 
verification will be conducted to verify the efficacy of the analogy search tool. 
Hypothesis 
Based on the prior literature and experimental work discussed previously, the 
following hypothesis as been developed to support, direct and validate the research 
objectives:  A patent-based analogy search tool using functional representations can 
be used to identify non-obvious functional analogies for design concept generation, 
and those analogies can be used within the conceptual design process to improve the 
ideation result as measured by quantity or novelty of ideas. 
SCOPE AND OVERVIEW OF CHAPTERS 
This dissertation describes the development of a patent search engine for the 
express purpose of extracting functional analogies to enhance the conceptual design 
process. The tool development process is founded on techniques and procedures from the 
established literature. Chapter 2 presents an overview of field of Information Retrieval 
and the development of a Boolean-based analogy search tool. Following some initial 
positive results that illustrated patent analogies can enable novel solutions; several 
limitations of this search model are identified. The conclusion is reached that a more 
sophisticated search method is needed to fully implement a functional analogy search 
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engine that encompasses the entire design space. In Chapter 3, the Vector Space Model 
search engine development is described. Significant effort is put forth to expand the 
Functional Basis by extracting functions directly from the patents until a converged, 
finite set of functions is established. Automated document indexing techniques are 
employed to create a database of patent functional representations. In Chapter 4, two case 
studies are presented where the patent functional database is queried using a query 
generation interface and the resulting analogous patents are used to determine novel 
solutions to the design problems presented. Chapter 5 presents a controlled experiment 
designed to evaluate the search engine efficacy during the conceptual ideation process. 
The two parameters explored are the effect of including analogous patents during 
brainstorming as well as evaluating the effect of functionality level. The metrics used in 
the evaluation are the quantity of ideas generated and the average novelty of ideas 
generated. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the results of the search engine development 
and experimental evaluation as well as discusses future work. 
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Chapter 2: Patent-based Search Tool Development 
INTRODUCTION TO INFORMATION RETRIEVAL & SEARCH ENGINES 
A general definition of Information Retrieval (IR) is finding material or 
documents of an unstructured nature (i.e. text) that meets the requested requirements 
from within a large collection or database (Manning et al., 2009). Prior to the 
introduction of computerized databases, IR was an activity engaged in by specialized 
professionals such as librarians, paralegals and academic researchers. The modern field 
of computerized IR grew out of key developments in the 1960’s and 1970’s. Among 
these significant contributions were the Vector Space Model of document retrieval and 
the creation of quantitative metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of a search engine 
algorithm (Salton, 1971, Cleverdon, 1967). With the advent of the World Wide Web, 
multiple algorithms were developed for searching web-based information sources 
building on these early innovations, and the most well-known is the commercial Google 
search engine (Kumar et al, 1999, Brin and Page, 1998). Web browsers utilize web 
crawling programs to index the World Wide Web and store compressed versions of the 
web pages in their databases. The original web browsers used simple text search 
algorithms to generate search results, but the key to the success of Google’s search 
engine was the ability to rank the relevance of a web page hit using variables such as the 
number of links to the page and the reliability of the linking sites. 
 The two well established measures for evaluating the performance of an IR 
system are precision and recall (van Rijsbergen, 1979). Precision is defined as the 
percentage of documents retrieved that are relevant to the information requested given in 
the following equation: 
 =







Recall is defined as the percentage of the relevant documents that were actually retrieved 









Although the metrics are straightforward, evaluating the performance of a specific 
algorithm is difficult unless all of the information contained in the document collection is 
known a priori. Additionally, the relevancy of a document must be evaluated by subject-
matter experts and is subject to variability across evaluators. Until the early 1990’s, 
algorithms could only be tested on small collections and each collection varied from 
research group to research group. In 1992, NIST in conjunction with DARPA solved this 
problem by establishing the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) to define standard test 
collections. The amount of data in the typical test collection immediately increased by 80 
fold, and the rapid, pervasive deployment of IR systems throughout industry and the web 
can be directly attributed to the efforts of NIST and TREC (Rowe, et al. 2010).  
Two of the most widely used IR models to come out of these efforts are the 
Boolean search methods and the Vector Space Model method (Salton and McGill, 1986, 
van Rijsbergen, 1979, Manning et al., 2009). Both methods were investigated for 
implementation of the Patent Analogy Search Engine. The first implementation of the 
search engine utilized the Boolean approach and is discussed in detail in the following 
sections.  
BOOLEAN MODEL INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 
 The Boolean model of IR is one of the earliest developed and most widely used 
models (Manning et al., 2009). This approach is employed in virtually all commercial 
search engines including Google, LexisNexis, and the USPTO patent search interface. 
The benefits of the Boolean model are ease of implementation and conceptually intuitive 
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operation. The query structure takes on the form of nested AND/OR statements 
constructed from a set of indexed terms derived by parsing the documents contained in 
the collection. (A detailed description of the parsing and indexing process is provided in 
Chapter 3).  
Once the query is generated, the documents are retrieved by conducting a series of 
Boolean intersection (AND) and union (OR) operations per the nested structure. The 
structure of the nesting itself can have a great effect on the recall and precision of the 
results, where typically AND operations increase precision at the expense of recall and 
OR operations have the opposite effect (Eastman and Jansen, 2003). One major drawback 
to Boolean queries is the strict structural requirements of the syntax. Novice users often 
have difficulty formulating appropriate queries as well as selecting successful terms, 
although this disadvantage can be overcome with training and experience (Topi and 
Lucas, 2004).  
The objective of the initial version of the patent search engine was to provide a 
more intuitive and automated interface for generating patent search queries. Previous 
research has shown automated tools that generate properly structured Boolean queries 
utilizing a guided process can improve the success of information retrieval (Van Der 
Pool, 2002). The tool described in the following section was designed to replace the 
experience and training traditionally required to develop successful queries.  
BOOLEAN–BASED ANALOGY SEARCH ENGINE 
The initial patent search tool was created to utilize functional modeling 
representations and terminology, in particular the Functional Basis which was used as the 
glossary from which search terms were chosen. The Analogy Search Query Generator 




language. See Appendix A for source code. The query generator acquires specific 
information from the user about the design problem, parses that information, and then 
constructs a syntactically correct Boolean search query. The formatted query is then sent 
to a commercial patent search engine to perform the actual patent retrieval. The 
commercial engine used for this tool was the Freepatentsonline.com search portal 
(www.freepatentsonline.com). This portal was chosen due to the fact it allowed open 
access to all digitized patents from 1973 to present, provided rudimentary relevance 
ranking to retrieved documents, and provided well documented and sophisticated 
Boolean search capabilities.  As an added feature, the patents can be retrieved in either 
text file format or PDF format that includes all patent illustrations. 
 
Figure 5: Analogy Search Query Generator user interface 
The input fields available to the user are Functions, Limit Verb Tense, System Inputs, 
Customer Needs and Context Limiters, and Search Field. The Functions field is where 
the system functions derived from the function structure or functional decomposition are 
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input. To maintain consistency across users, the Functional Basis functions were used as 
the term list source.  
The Limit Verb Tense field controls the level of function suffix stemming. The 
default value of No means any version of the root function term is included in the search. 
For example, the basis function connect would be mapped to connect, connects, 
connected, connecting, connector, connection, etc. This is the default behavior of most 
search engines. Limiting the verb tense by setting the value to Yes limits the search to 
verb and gerund forms of the root function: connect, connects, connecting, and 
connected. More details on word stemming, its benefits and limitations are discussed in 
Chapter 3. 
The System Inputs field was included to enable the user to input flow domain 
information in the search query. As defined, the system inputs are the flows into the black 
box representation of the design problem, for example heat, fluid, force, signals, etc. 
These flows establish the solution domain of the design problem and can serve to 
improve the precision of the search results. Unfortunately in terms of analogy search, 
higher precision also implies only near-field analogies since by definition the patents will 
be in the same domain. The later iterations of the search methodology omit flow domain 
information to better enable far-field analogy retrieval which has been shown to improve 
concept novelty (Cagan et al, 2011). 
Customer Needs and Context Limiters were initially added in the search fields to 
enable information gathered from Quality Function Deployment to be included in the 
query (Hauser and Clausing, 1988, Otto and Wood, 2001). Experience using the query 
generation tool found that adding CNs and context limiters or constraints reduced the 
recall for a particular query, but did not add value to the results. It also has a tendency to 
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constrain the results to a particular domain similar to the effect of including flow 
variables. This field was also eliminated in the later version of the search engine. 
The final field controlled which section(s) of the patent were searched. The 
default value of Abstract limited the search only the abstract portion of the patent. Other 
acceptable values were Description, Title, and All. Abstract was the default and most 
utilized because it enabled quick browsing through multiple patents which was necessary 
due to the fact Boolean search does not enable robust measures of relevancy. There is no 
weighting for the relative importance of one search term versus another. 
To further enable efficient browsing of search results, a second interface was 
developed called the Search Viewer. This interface provided multiple layers of 
information and functionality. One of the primary functions was to group the search 
results by patent classes. This process of creating coherent groups of related documents is 
called clustering and enables quick evaluations of large groups of documents (Salton and 
McGill, 1986, Manning, 2009). The patent class architecture perfectly lends itself to 
utilization as a clustering category in that by definition a class describes a very specific 
application or domain that the patent embodies. In Table 2, a selection of primary patent 
classes is given as illustration.  




 Figure 6:  Search Viewer interface for browsing patent search results. 
Once the search is completed, the Search Viewer in Figure 6 displays a summary of the 
search terms used to generate the query as displayed in the Search Terms box. The Patent 
Class window displays the title of the current patent class cluster while the Number of 
Patent Hits box displays the number of retrieved patents for the current class. In the 
example above the 11 of 314 Results indicates that the current class is 11 out of 314 
different classes that return at least one patent. The user can scroll through the classes 
using the Previous and Next Class buttons. Finally, once an interesting class is reached 
the search results are retrieved by selecting the Open Search button.  
Again, the patent search site Freepatentsonline.com is used as the proxy to 
retrieve the relevant results. Figure 7 shows the results for the example in Figure 6 above 
for the query terms: fold (function), sheet (system input), and membrane (system input). 
The Boolean expression produced by the query generator for this combination of terms 
is: 




Figure 7: Search results for fold (function), sheet (system input), and membrane (system 
input). www.freepatentsonline.com 
The individual patents can then be reviewed to extract any analogies where possible. The 
effectiveness of this analogy search procedure was informally evaluated with three 
groups of mechanical engineering senior design teams. They were asked to execute 
patent searches during the concept generation phase. Positive results were reported from 
utilizing the patent search. For example, in one case, the design problem was related to 
developing a new system for a robotic manipulator for Los Alamos National Laboratory 
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(Kottlowski, Halverson and Smith, 2007). Two analogous patents were identified as 
illustrated in Figure 8.  
 
Figure 8: Analogies for robotic gripper found using patent search a) Nutcracker, b) Hair 
clip 
Given the superficial and domain similarity to the design problem, these patents would be 
classified as near-field analogies to the robotic manipulator design problem. The next 
step in the search engine development was targeted at implementing features that would 
bolster the probability of extracting far-field analogies. 
 One of the primary limitations of the basic Boolean search is a one-to-one 
mapping between the query terms and document terms which makes the task of 
identifying far-field analogies more difficult. There is little or no ability to utilize 
synonymy to capture a range of patents that possess the same general functionality. 
Functional synonyms in the terminology and structure of the Functional Basis are 
equivalent to the functional correspondents (Chapter 1, Table 1). In addition, the 
reconciled Functional Basis is only a small subset of terms used to define functionality in 
the patent database, i.e., there exist a range of correspondents, synonyms, hypernyms, and 
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troponyms to the Functional Basis set. In the following chapter, term extraction methods 
are utilized to derive a complete set of function terms from the USPTO collection. 
Furthermore, the process and implementation of a prototype Vector Space Model patent 
analogy search engine is defined and the results of preliminary case studies are presented. 
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Chapter 3: Vector Space Model Patent Search Engine 
VECTOR  SPACE MODEL INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 
The Vector Space Model (VSM) of information retrieval was first developed in 
the early 1970’s to overcome several limitations of the Boolean model such as lack of 
search result relevancy ranking, strict query syntax requirements, and query expansion 
limitations (Salton, 1971, Salton, et al., 1975). In the VSM model, a document is 
represented as a vector of terms. The terms are words and/or phrases extracted from the 
documents themselves using natural language processing techniques (van Rijsbergen, 
1979, Rindflesch, 1996). The collection of terms fall into one of two categories: 
controlled vocabularies and uncontrolled vocabularies. Uncontrolled vocabularies use 
automated term indexing processes to extract all significant terms without consideration 
for the informational content. Controlled vocabularies utilize extraction processes to 
build in specific concepts and information into the vocabulary. One such example is the 
biomedical controlled vocabulary of Rindflesch and Aronson (2002) created to enhance 
information retrieval from within medical databases. The Functional Basis (Hirtz, et al, 
2002) is another example of a controlled vocabulary where the terms have specific 
contextual and conceptual meanings, i.e. function and flow, which can be used to retrieve 
patents based on functional information.  
To represent a document as a vector of terms, each term in the vocabulary 
becomes an independent dimension in an n-dimensional space where n is the number of 
vocabulary terms. All of the documents in the database are mapped onto the vector space 
using indexing algorithms. In the most basic algorithm, binary values are assigned for 
each dimension according to whether the term occurs in the document, 1 for present and 
0 for absent, but typically a weighting factor is applied to the occurring terms (Salton and 
McGill, 1986). The two common weighting factors are the term frequency (tf) which is 
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the frequency of occurrence within a specific document and the document frequency (df) 
which is the frequency of occurrence across documents (Manning, et al., 2009, Salton 
and Waldstein, 1978). The specifics of the term weight derivation and usage within the 
context of this research are described in detail in the patent indexing section of this 
chapter.  
The resulting term-document matrix is a matrix of size m x n, where m is the 
number of documents in the collection and n is the number of terms, that is typically a 
very sparse matrix given that relatively few terms occur within a single document. A 
variant of the standard VSM model called Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) or Latent 
Semantic Analysis (LSA) can be used to reduce the dimensionality of the term-document 
matrix (Manning, et al, 2009). Using term co-occurrence information, Singular Value 
Decomposition (SVD) methods map the document terms to a reduced concept space 
(Moldovan, et al., 2005). In this context, concepts are groups of terms that are synonyms, 
hypernyms, and troponyms of each other. For example, the terms car, truck, pickup and 
automobile are synonyms and/or hypernyms, where a hypernym is defined as a 
generalized term that more specific terms fall under. Troponyms apply only to verbs and 
are defined as verbs that more specifically describes the action. For example march is a 
troponym of walk. Using SVD, the four terms can be clustered into a single dimension. 
Applied across the entire term-vector, the n-dimensional space typically in the thousands 
of terms is reduced to a k-dimensional space typically in the hundreds of concepts and the 
dimensionality of k is a system parameter that must be tuned to optimize the mapping 
(Dumais, 1995).  
Some drawbacks to LSI are high computational requirements for the SVD 
algorithm and difficulties in adding documents to the database. Adding large numbers of 
new documents to a database without recomputing the SVD can lead to skewed similarity 
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results and omitted terms. This issue is particularly significant in the patent database 
where documents are continually added (Manning, et al., 2009). Conflicting reports of the 
performance improvement relative to the standard VSM query are reported in the 
literature. Dumais (1995) reports an average performance increase of 5%, and Moldovan, 
et al. (2005) found only a 5% improvement over VSM for application of LSI specifically 
to patent searches. Given the added computational overhead, issues with document 
additions, and marginal performance improvement, the standard VSM approach was 
chosen over LSI as the search engine model for this research. Issues of polysemy, where 
a word has multiple meanings, and synonymity, where multiple words have the same 
meaning, are overcome through query mapping heuristics using one-to-many term 
mapping. 
One of the powerful aspects of the VSM model is queries can be mapped to the 
term vector space using the same algorithms as the document mapping. This flexibility 
removes the syntactic constraints on the query structure and provides a simple, straight-
forward metric for evaluating similarity between the query and the documents (Manning, 
et al., 2009). In the term-vector space, the similarity between the query vector and a 
document vector is equivalent to the angle between the vectors. In Figure 9, the cosine of 
the angle between the vectors is a commonly used metric since it has the useful properties 
of varying from 0 for orthogonal vectors and 1 for identical vectors (Salton et al, 1975).  
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Figure 9: Example of document, d, and query, q, vectors in a three (3) term vector space 
(t1, t2, t3). Similarity between vectors is the cosine of angle Ɵ. 
Conveniently, a nearly identical metric was used by McAdams and Wood (2002) to 
measure the functional similarity between functional models (McAdams, et al., 1999, 
Stone, et al., 2000c).  
 The final aspect of the VSM model which was exploited in this research was the 
capability to establishment query mapping rules such that a single query term is mapped 
to multiple document terms. The ability to utilize this synonymy allows a simplified 
query to capture a range of patents that possess the same general functionality. The 
synonymy mapping process as well as the function-based controlled vocabulary 
construction, patent document indexing, and weighted similarity metrics are discussed in 
detail in the follow sections. 
VECTOR SPACE MODEL-BASED ANALOGY SEARCH ENGINE 
The development and implementation of the VSM analogy search engine is a five 
step process shown in Figure 10 which begins with constructing a controlled vocabulary 
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of functions extracted from the patent database, building on the hierarchical structure of 
the Functional Basis. Once a complete set of function terms is compiled, the patent 
documents are indexed against the expanded functional basis to create a vector 
representation of the patent database.  
 
Figure 10: Vector Space Model search engine development and implementation 
methodology 
Query generation and similarity ranking tools are then developed to query and retrieve 
the patents with the highest degree of relevance to the functional description of a given 
design problem.  Finally, the most relevant patent results are presented to the user. In 
Chapter 4, two case studies are presented to verify and validate the efficacy of the search 
tool for identifying analogous patents which are used to create novel design solutions. 
Controlled Vocabulary of Functions Construction Methodology 
One of the primary goals of this research is to identify and extract a complete set 
of functions that covers the entirety of the patent database.  The completeness of the 
function controlled vocabulary is evaluated using two metrics: 1) cumulative unique 
functions versus number of patents indexed and 2) function-document frequency versus 
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order terms are identified. The convergence criteria are discussed in detail in the next 
section, but before convergence can be evaluated, the terms must first be extracted.  
Manual Indexing of Patents 
Document indexing is the process of transforming the complete text of a 
document into a limited set of identifiers or terms and both manual and automated 
indexing procedures exist in the literature (van der Meulen, and Janssen, 1977, van 
Rijsbergen, C. J., 1979, Manning et al, 2009). The initial approach used in this research 
was a manual indexing procedure, where a subject-matter expert extracts the terms 
according to the desired information. The subject-matter expert, in this case, is well 
versed in functional modeling, representations, and vocabularies. A preliminary set of 
1000 patents were manually indexed. The patents were chosen using a random patent 
number generator utility created specifically for this research. The indexing process was 
decidedly low-tech; hardcopies of the patents were physically marked up and the data 
was transcribed into an Excel spreadsheet. This indexing process is very accurate, but 
extremely tedious and time consuming. Indexing enough patents to reach a converged, 
complete set of functions is not feasible. The manual indexing process is a useful exercise 
to develop deeper understanding of the details and structure of patents and particularly 
how function is represented in patent documents that are produced to specifically 
describe form. The primary insight elucidated from the manual indexing process is that 
functional terms are frequently in the form of present participles and gerunds, in addition 
to action verbs. Present participle forms, where the verbal is used as an adjective, are very 
common and second only to action verbs in frequency. The abstract from the patent for a 
connecting rod (Wandel, 1981) is a representative example of this structure: 
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A connecting rod assembly for a two-stroke cycle reciprocating piston internal 
combustion engine has the piston pin axis slightly skewed from the crank-shaft 
axis to provide favorable conditions for lubricating the piston pin. 
where the participles connecting and reciprocating are indexed as the functions connect 
and reciprocate. The gerund skewed is indexed as skew, and lastly, the verb lubricating is 
indexed as lubricate. 
 Once the structure and forms of functions within patents are better understood, 
tools can then be developed to improve the efficiency of the indexing process. In the next 
embodiment of the indexing procedure, the term classification continues to be conducted 
manually, but patents are preprocessed to distill the contents down to only the significant 
terms.  The first step in the process is using regular expression algorithms (MATLAB, 
2009) to manipulate and parse the patent information such as class, number, and to 
individually extract specific sections of the patent text such as abstract, title, and 
description directly from the HTML text obtained from the USPTO or other web-based 
patent databases. Figure 11 shows the HTML source code for the Connecting Rod patent, 




Figure 11: HTML source for abstract text of connecting rod patent 4,269,083 
(http://patft.uspto.gov/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html, Wandel, 1981) 
Regular expression functions are formal text manipulation functions built on text pattern 
matching. Using pattern matching with a structured HTML tagging scheme enables the 
desired information to be easily parsed from the HTML source code. Custom parsing 
schemes for both the USPTO and Freepatentsonline.com were created for this research 
and an example of the code used to extract abstract text from Freepatentsonline.com is 
given in Figure 12.  
 
Figure 12: Regular expression function for parsing abstracts from Freepatentsonline.com  
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Once the text is parsed from the online databases, it is further processed to remove 
superfluous terms such as prepositions or excessively common terms using a stop word 
list (Salton, G. and McGill, M.J., 1986). An excerpt from the complete stop word list is 
given in Table 3. All punctuation is also removed in this step. Custom regular expression 
functions are used with character matching to remove the stop words and punctuation. 
The complete parsing code is contained in Appendix B.  
Table 3: Excerpt from Salton’s stop word list (Salton, G. and McGill, M.J., 1986).  
 
Removing these non-significant terms can reduce the size of a document by between 30 
and 50 percent, greatly reducing the indexing effort (van Rijsbergen, C. J., 1979). 
Following parsing, the connecting rod patent abstract (Wandel, 1981) becomes a 
simplified string of terms given as: 
connecting rod assembly two stroke cycle reciprocating piston internal 
combustion engine piston pin axis slightly skewed crank shaft axis provide 
favorable conditions lubricating piston pin 
a although anywhere behind cant
able always are being co
about am around below con
above among as beside could
across amongst at besides couldnt
after amoungst back between cry
afterwards amount be beyond de
again an became bill describe
against and because both detail
all another become bottom do
almost any becomes but done
alone anyhow becoming by down
along anyone been call due
already anything before can during
also anyway beforehand cannot each
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After parsing is completed, word stemming algorithms are applied to the text to 
further consolidate terms and to extract the root function terms. Suffix stripping is a 
common word stemming process, and initially a standard algorithm reported by Porter 
(1980) is used for this purpose. The Porter stemmer is very efficient but is determined to 
be too aggressive for the purpose of this research due to the fact the algorithm strips 
suffixes that contain part of speech content, obfuscating the distinction between nouns 
and verbs. An example is both component-noun terms connector and connection are 
stemmed to the term connect which is a function-verb, resulting in an inflated document 
frequency for the function connect. The intent of this research is to only consider verbal 
forms of function and not component-nouns with a possible verbal root due to the 
analogy mapping advantages discussed in Chapter 1. The prefix stemming issues were 
resolved by refactoring the Porter stemmer into a customized ‘light’ stemming algorithm 
designed to remove tense and plurality while maintaining part-of-speech intent. The code 
for the light stemming algorithm is located in Appendix B. Based on patterns derived 
from the initial round of indexing, a prefix stripping algorithm was created to extract root 
functions. The prefixes identified for removal are given as: 
- 'sub','re','un','de','under','mis','over','pre‘,'post','non','counter','out','inter','micro','
up','super','en','co','dis','hyper','ultra', 'anti’ 






Figure 13: Word stemming with both suffix and prefix stripping algorithms 
The code for the prefix stripping algorithm is included in Appendix B.  As part of the 
prefix stemming function, redundant root terms are eliminated as well. Following word 
stemming, the connecting rod patent abstract (Wandel, 1981) becomes an even simpler 
string of term given as: 
connect rod assembly two stroke cycle reciprocate piston internal combustion 
engine pin axis slightly skew crank shaft provide favorable condition lubricate 
and the document terms have been reduced by 40% (35 terms reduced to 21).  
 After parsing and stemming, the surviving terms are sorted into categories derived 
from the functional modeling lexicon: functions, flows, components and attributes. 
Functions and flows have been defined previously, (Otto and Wood, 2001, Hirtz et al, 
2002). Components are simply physical objects and attributes are terms that describe the 
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physical appearance, size, geometry, etc. of the components. During this phase of the 
indexing, all terms are categorized for archiving purposes, but only the functions are used 
in the search engine development. Usage of components and attributes to augment the 
patent search are outside the scope of this research and will be left for future work. A 
prototype Graphical User Interface (GUI) was developed to reduce term sorting time as, 
shown in Figure 14. See Appendix B for the GUI code. 
 
 
Figure 14: FastPatentIndexer user interface for augmented manual indexing 
The patent terms are presented one-at-a-time to the user, and the category is assigned by 
selecting the corresponding button. The category assignment is chosen based on the 
category definitions discussed previously by the subject-matter experts. The delete button 
is used to remove additional non-significant terms or nonsensical terms that survive 
parsing and stemming and is most often used while indexing chemical patents because 
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the chemical formulas do not remain intact through the parsing process. The sorted terms 
are then written to an Excel spreadsheet serving as the term database. A color-coding 
scheme is implemented for quick identification of a term’s category by both the human 
user and the storage/retrieval functions.  A portion of the term database is shown in 
Figure 15 along with the color-coding scheme. (Note: The “other” category was removed 
from the final prototype as it adds very little relevant information). 
 
Figure 15: Patent term index database with color-coded term context 
The tool-enhanced indexing process was applied to an additional 9,000 randomly chosen 
patents, using the same random patent number generator, and the initial 1,000 patents 
were re-indexed using this process to verify the accuracy.  All functions extracted using 
initial manual indexing were all captured using the new procedure with no omissions 
which is a strong positive confirmation of the procedure’s accuracy. Once an index of 
10,000 patents was reached, the completeness of the functional vocabulary was evaluated 
using  a cumulative functions versus number of patents indexed metric.  The slope of this 







once a complete set of functions is compiled, the slope will approach a horizontal 
asymptote which is the total number of unique functions. The plot for the first 10,000 
patents is given in Figure 16. 
 
Figure 16: Cumulative functions versus number of patents indexed with positive slope 
verifying non-convergence of function vocabulary 
It can be seen that the curve has a positive slope which is positive confirmation 
convergence of the function set has not been reached.  In fact, the cumulative functions 
appears to be increasing at a nearly steady rate.  In conclusion, additional patents need to 
be added to the index to reach completeness for the function vocabulary. Even with the 
additional tools, the manual indexing process is laborious. The next evolution in the 
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indexing process is implementing an automated process to produce a first-pass category 
assignment to extracted terms followed by a manual validation step. 
Automated Indexing with Part-of Speech Tagging and Manual Validation 
The key to automating the indexing algorithm was including a part-of-speech 
(POS) tagging program into the parsing process. TreeTagger, an open-source POS 
tagging program, was chosen based on high accuracy of tagging in natural language 
documents and ease of implementation into the existing indexing scheme (Schmid, 
1994). The tagger identifies the POS from sentence structure using probabilistic, binary 
decision trees. The tagger uses a pre-programmed lexicon of terms with associated POS 
probabilities that have been extracted from natural language texts such as newspapers and 
journals. Test of accuracy using the TreeTagger have shown it to be over 95% accurate 
(Schmid, 1994).  The manual verification step is included to validate the POS tagging 
accuracy within patent documents for verbs, participles and gerunds. Noun and other 
POS tags were not verified since these terms are not critical to the function vocabulary 
construction. Tagging errors (nouns tagged as verbs, etc.) were identified during the 
validation step at a rate of approximately 4% which is comparable to the published data. 
An example of the tagger output is given in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17: Partial TreeTagger output for the description field of a patent 
The terms in the first column are the first sentence of the patent description. In the second 
column, the part-of-speech tags identified by the TreeTagger program are listed for each 
corresponding term. For function verb indexing, only the verb tagged terms are extracted 
and the complete list of verbal tags is given in Table 4.  A complete list of tags and 
descriptions for the TreeTagger software is given in Appendix C. 
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Table 4: POS tags utilized to extract function verbs 
 
With this automated process in place and verified, an additional 55,000 random 
patents are indexed for a total of 65,000 indexed patents. The number of patents that are 
indexed (65,000) is limited by the maximum database size constraints. The extracted and 
tagged terms are added to the existing database and the convergence metrics of both 
cumulative functions versus number of patents and term document-frequency versus 
order found are evaluated to check for completeness. A secondary database could be 
constructed to expand the capability beyond 65,000 patents if completeness has not been 
achieved, but this step is not necessary per the results presented in the following section. 
Function Vocabulary Completeness, Convergence and Conditioning 
 Once the 65,000 patents are indexed, a set of approximately 1700 functions are 
identified. In Figure 18, cumulative functions plotted versus patents illustrates that the 
metric has reached a horizontal asymptote, and furthermore convergence was reached at 
approximately 61,000 patents.    
Tag Description Example
VV verb, base form collect
VVD verb, past tense collected
VVG verb, gerund/present participle collecting
VVN verb, past participle collected
VVP verb, sing. present, non-3d collect
VVZ verb, 3rd person sing. present collects
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Figure 18: Cumulative functions versus number of patents indexed with horizontal 
asymptote  at ~1700 functions and 61,000 patents verifying convergence of 
function vocabulary. 
A secondary metric for convergence investigated in this research is the document 
frequency of the function versus the order in with they were identified. This plot is given 
in Figure 19. The document frequency measures how often a term occurs across all 
patents. Statistically, high document-frequency terms will be found earlier due to the 




Figure 19: Term document frequency versus order found showing the frequency falls 
below a 1% threshold (occur in < ~45000 patents). 
The trend shown in Figure 19 is clearly confirmed with the functions’ document 
frequencies clustering below 1% of searchable patents as a function of order found. The 
1% threshold is chosen not based on a hard limit found in literature, but from the insight 
that terms below that level are excluded from 99% of the remaining patents. The low 
resolving power of these low frequency terms means little value is added to search 
queries by including them, since they will have no impact on similarity for the vast 
majority of patents.  The resolution power of terms as a function of frequency is 
demonstrated by Zipf’s Law (Zipf, 1949, van Rijsbergen, 1979, Wyllys, 1981). In Figure 
20, the frequency of words versus the rank order of words (highest frequency to lowest 
frequency) is shown as well as the resolving power of significant terms. 
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Figure 20: Zipf’s Law and the relationship to the resolving power of significant terms. 
(van Rijsbergen, 1979). 
Interestingly, the frequency of words follows a power law distribution straight line on 
log-log scale) and the resolving power is analogous to a Gaussian distribution which 
states both very high frequency terms and low frequency terms have low resolving 
power. This reasoning for the high frequency terms is the theoretical justification for 
using the stop word lists.  The upper and lower cut-offs are theoretical thresholds and no 
metric was found for determining these boundaries in the literature other than a trial and 
error tuning process (Manning et al., 2009). 
The function vocabulary identified in the indexing process is plotted in Figure 21, 
using log-log axes. A theoretical Zipf’s distribution was fit through the data for 
comparative purposes.  
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Figure 21: Function vocabulary document-frequency versus rank order comparison with 
Zipf’s power law distribution. 
When compared to Zipf’s law, three different regimes of function frequency 
distribution can be identified and are label as: ubiquitous, generic and process-specific. 
Ubiquitous functions occur so frequently across all patents that they offer little value for 
determining similarity or relevance, per Zipf’s Law theory. These functions can be 
considered to lie above the upper cut-off chosen to be all terms that occur in more than 
50% of patents. Examples of these functions are provide, use, etc. The ubiquitous 
functions, which account for 50 of the 1700 terms, are to be removed from the final 
function vocabulary index. The complete list of ubiquitous terms is given in Table 5. 
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Table 5: Ubiquitous functions removed from Functional Basis vocabulary 
 
Generic functions have a good balance between frequency and specificity to 
enable better distinction between patent vectors within the cosine similarity metric. 
Examples of these functions are shape, rotate, etc.  Process-specific functions occur in 
very few patents and would be below the lower cut-off region in Figure 20. Blindly 
following the resolving power hypothesis, these terms should be removed from the 
function index as well, but the rarity of the function may in and of itself lead to novel 
solutions. The retentions of these few extra terms does not impact the computational 
overhead since the converged and complete functional vocabulary consists of just over 






















be developed using the functional vocabulary derived in this section of work. The 
implementation in a prototype search interface is described in the following section.  
PROTOTYPE SEARCH ENGINE IMPLEMENTATION 
Expanded Functional Basis Development 
After the final set of functions is vetted per the process described previously, 
affinity diagramming and thesaurus construction techniques are used to create a 
hierarchical structure for the functional vocabulary modeled after the functional basis 
(Otto and Wood, 2001, Hirtz, et al., 2002). The affinity diagram technique is used to 
group like-terms together into sub-groups of hypernyms and synonyms. Unusual or 
unfamiliar words were checked against existing thesauri to select the proper grouping. 
The iterative process creates Secondary functions with similar numbers of Correspondent 
sub-functions. The function sub-groups are split or merged accordingly to attain 
consistent numbers of functions in each sub-group. The detailed procedure for developing 
the hierarchical structure of the expanded functional basis is given as follows: 
1. Sort all terms into Primary basis functions using thesaurus and Wordnet 
according to synonymy and hypernym relationships. 
2. Rank verbs within each Primary group by document frequency  
3. Review verbs and extract five highest frequency terms. These terms 
become initial Secondary functions. 
4. Group remaining Correspondent functions within each Secondary group 
using thesaurus and Wordnet hierarchical relationships. 
5. Rank verbs within each Secondary group by document frequency 
6. Separate groups which contain more than 50 verbs into multiple 
Secondary function groups.  
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7. Iterate on grouping process to produce Secondary function groups with 
similar number of Correspondent functions. 
In Figure 22, the results from steps 1 and 2 are shown with the eight Primary function 
groups ranked by document frequency according to the frequency of occurrence in the 
65,000 patents indexed 
 
Figure 22: Primary function groups ranked according to document frequency 
The same Primary functions from the Functional Basis (Otto and Wood, 2001, 
Hirtz, et al., 2002) are used as the top-level functions. Secondary level is more highly 
granularized than the current Functional Basis. Between seven and thirteen Secondary 
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functions are ranked below each Primary function. The equivalent Tertiary and 
Correspondent levels in the Functional Basis are collapsed into a single Correspondent 
level below each Secondary function. The Correspondent groups consist of 
approximately 15-25 functions each. Table 6 is a complete list of the Primary and 
Secondary functions for the terms extracted from the patent database.  
Table 6: Top tiers of expanded Functional Basis derived from the USPTO patent 
database. 
 
Primary Secondary Primary Secondary Primary Secondary







Split Connect Connect Inhibit
Disperse Couple Signal Indicate
Break Mix Process
Machine Mount Display

















The structure of the expanded Functional Basis vocabulary is 1700 unique functions 
organized into 74 groups of Secondary functions. The Secondary functions and 
associated correspondents are mapped into the eight (8) Primary functions. Table 7 
illustrates the hierarchical structure for two of the Secondary functions: divide and 
import. 
Table 7: Examples from the expanded Functional Basis vocabulary for the Secondary 
functions of Divide and Import 
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A brief review of the Correspondent functions in Table 7 illustrates the potential for 
innovative solutions. For example, the process-specific functions of shred and parse 
primarily occur in disparate domains, material processing versus information processing. 
This research proposes useful design information can be mapped across these domains 
leading to novel solutions (Chan, et al. 2011). The same mapping of far-field analogies 
can be derived from a common generic function implemented across multiple domains 
such as input which has solutions in mechanical, electrical, and software high level 
domains.  
Utilizing the structure of the function vocabulary, the patent search database is 
constructed by indexing additional patents against the completed function vocabulary. 
The whole of the patent database is too large to index given the current hardware and 
software prototype implementation. For the purposes of this research, a representative 
sample database is constructed from a subset of the USPTO patent database. Three 
continuous selections of 100,000 patents each are chosen to be indexed. The patent 
groups, plotted in Figure 23, are selected chronologically with the first selection from 
patents 3,560,000 to 3,660,000, the second selection from patents 5,000,000 to 5,100,000 
and the final selection from patents 7,500,000 to 7,600,000 spanning the years from 1971 
to 2009. After omitting repealed or missing patents, the sample database consists of 
approximately 275,000 patents mapped into document vectors resulting in an 




Figure 23: Patents selected to construct the patent vector matrix database spanning 1971 
to 2009. 
The document-vector mapping process uses several of the same algorithms as the initial 
indexing process. The workflow for mapping the patent to a document vector is given in 
Figure 24. First, the important information is parsed directly from the HTML source code 
including the patent title, primary class, abstract, claims and description. Next, part-of-
speech tagging is applied to the full-text fields of the patent. The suffix and prefix 
stemming are also applied during this step. Finally, the function verbs are extracted per 
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the relevant POS tags discussed previously, and the terms are mapped to a binary 
document vector where 1 is the occurrence of the term and 0 is the absence of the term. 
 
Figure 24: Workflow for generating patent document vectors from patent HTML text. 
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One significant trend that is identified by sampling patents chronologically is that the 
overall length of patents has increased significantly over time. The patents from the first 
group issued in the early 1970’s are typically less than ten pages in length. Patents from 
the final group issued in 2009 are typically over twenty pages in length with many 
patents exceeding one hundred pages. The variation in length can have an adverse effect 
on the similarity scoring metrics which are discussed in the following section. 
Query Generator and Search Result Viewer Interfaces 
The binary document vector matrix contains both the functional content 
information for each patent as well as the term-document frequencies across all patents 
indexed. The term document frequency and the patent functional content are used to 
derive the similarity metric for ranking the search results. As discussed previously, the 
document frequency (df) is a common term weighting scheme and in particular the 
inverse document frequency (idf) is used to weight rare terms higher than common terms 
(Manning, et al., 2009, Salton and Waldstein, 1978). The inverse document frequency is 





where N is the total number of documents and dft is the document frequency of term t. 
Previous research has shown more specific function verbs can yield more novel solutions 
(Linsey, et. al, 2011), and the idf weighting yields a higher cosine similarity score for 
patents that contain process-specific functions. The idf is calculated for each term, and 
each element of the document vector matrix is scaled according to the calculated weight 
for that term. Furthermore, each document vector is normalized to generate a patent 
document unit vector matrix. The normalization is completed to simplify the cosine 
similarity calculation. The patent functional content (fcm) metric is a normalized measure 
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of the total functional content with a specific patent. The equation for the fcm metric is 
given as 
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The fcm metric increases the weighting of patents with high functional content. The 
reasoning for including this metric is a hypothesis that functionally rich patents contain 
more information which can be mapped as analogies. The total relevancy score is then 
defined as a linear combination of the idf-weighted cosine similarity metric and the 
patent functional content metric as summarized in Table 8. 
Table 8: Metrics for calculating similarity between the patent-document and query 
vectors. 
 
The alpha, α, and beta, β, coefficients are tuning parameters used to bias the relevancy 
ranking towards a higher weighting on either the cosine similarity or functional content 
metrics. The tuning parameter weights are determined through a parametric evaluation 
process by running multiple patent searches using the Query Generator and Search 
Results Viewer interfaces described in the following section.  
The Query Generator tool is created to automate the process of constructing the 
patent query vector. The GUI builds the query using the expanded Functional Basis 
vocabulary hierarchical structure as shown in Figure 25. First, the user selects the 
Primary function corresponding to the high-level functionality derived from the 
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functional model of the design problem. Next, the user selects a Secondary function 
corresponding to the specific functionality that will be retrieved. Selecting the More 
button will display all of the Correspondent functions organized under the Secondary 
function. Once the Secondary function is selected, the interface populates the query 
vector with all Correspondent terms associated with the Secondary function. The one-to-
many term mapping eliminates the issues related to synonymy encountered in the 
Boolean search methods discussed previously.  
 
Figure 25: Query Generator user interface  
Additional Secondary functions can then be selected to further populate the query vector 
for a particular Primary function. The Done button is selected to save the new query 
vector once all Secondary functions are chosen. The process can then be repeated for 
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additional Primary functions. The complete code for the Query Generator is located in 
Appendix B. 
Once the query construction is complete, the Search Now button will launch the 
Search Result Viewer. The Viewer in Figure 26 performs multiple functions including 
calculating the cosine similarity, fcm, and total relevancy score, extracting the top results 
and clustering the results by patent class.  
 
Figure 26: Example search result for the query Support→ Secure. First column of search 
results indicates the similarity score for the specified α and β coefficients.   
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The cosine similarity is calculated for all documents simultaneously by first normalizing 
the query vector to form the query unit vector and then calculating the dot product of the 
unit query vector with the document vector unit matrix using the equation 
 !"#$ = %
& ∙  
where  !"#$  is a vector containing all cosine similarity scores for the dot product 
of the query vector, q, and the document vector matrix, d. The total relevancy vector is 
calculated by the linear sum of the cosvector and the functional content metric vector 
weighted by the user-defined α and β coefficients, respectively. The top n results as 
specified by the user are retrieved, sorted by total relevancy score and clustered by 
primary patent classification. The Previous and Next Class button enable the user to 
quickly scroll through the search results. The similarity scores for the individual patents 
are clearly indicated in the first column of the results list. The average relevancy score for 
the patent class is given before the title to help the user quickly identify patent classes 
with high potential for identifying functionally relevant patents. The complete code for 
the Search Result Viewer is located in Appendix B. 
 Selecting one of the search results automatically opens a web browser window 
with a PDF version of the selected patent. The search viewer uses Freepatentsonline.com 
as the web interface. The PDF version is displayed due to the fact the patent illustrations 
are included as opposed to the text-only version. An example of a search result for the 
query Support→ Secure from Figure 26 is illustrated in Figure 27. The high relevancy 
score is due to the patent containing the terms secure, lock, catch, tighten, snug, and 
cinch which are six of the fourteen functions in the search query. The adjustable bed 
sheet patent solution for Support→ Secure could be readily mapped as a solution to 
domains beyond bedding. In Chapter 4, the patent search method is applied to two case 
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studies using real-world design problems to illustrate how the analogy mapping is 
applied. 
 
Figure 27: Adjustable bed sheet patent (5,046,207) search result for the query Support→ 
Secure containing matches for query terms secure, lock, catch, tighten, snug, 
and cinch. 
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To determine the optimal weighting for the total relevancy score coefficients, several 
searches are conducted over various function combinations. The Search Viewer interface 
enables the coefficients to be varied in real-time for the same search query allowing for 
multiple iterations for the same function query. Following a trial-and-error process where 
β is varied from 1 to -1 keeping α = 1, the search results provided more functionally 
relevant results for negative values of the fcm coefficient. This result contradicts the 
original hypothesis proposed which stated functionally rich patents are more readily 
mappable to functional analogies. In practice, positive values of β skew the results 
towards long patents since, statistically, patents which contain more text will contain 
more function verbs. Elucidating useful analogies from these broad patents is cognitively 
more difficult than functionally focused patents. The default values for α and β are set to 
1 and -0.2, respectively, which focused the total relevancy score toward functionally 
focused patents. Future work regarding optimization of the search tuning parameters will 
included an experimental study to independently verify this finding.   
CONCLUSIONS 
 The Vector Space Model-based patent search engine provides an organized 
method for identifying functionally similar patents independent of the patent solution 
domain. The domain-independent search capability is achieved through the systematic 
derivation of a complete functional vocabulary extracted from the target knowledge base 
of the USPTO patent database. Several natural language processing algorithms are 
developed and implemented to indentify a finite set of function verbs and the functions 
are organized into an expanded Functional Basis vocabulary with a hierarchical structure.  
The 1700 function terms are utilized to generate a searchable document vector matrix 
consisting of approximately 275,000 patents. Search tools such as the Query Generator 
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interface and the Search Result Viewer interface are created to enable effortless access to 
the vast design information contained in the limited sample of the patent database. 
Additional insight gained in model development is patents that are more functionally rich 
are more difficult to map analogically due to the broad functional coverage. Further 
research is needed to verify the optimal values for the total relevancy score metric beyond 
the trial-and-error process undertaken by the researcher. Other proposed improvements to 
the search engine implementation include expanding the patent coverage with the 








Chapter 4: Patent Analogy Search Methodology and Case Studies 
Two design problems are chosen to test the efficacy of the VSM patent search 
tool for augmenting concept generation. The first case study seeks to reproduce and 
improve upon the classic Design-by-Analogy problem of the guitar pickup winder 
(McAdams and Wood, 2002). The second case study is an original design problem 
describing an automated device for cleaning windows. In Chapter 3, the expanded 
Functional Basis vocabulary, patent document-vector matrix, query generation and search 
tools are developed. In this chapter, those tools are combined into a structured 
methodology for identifying analogous patents. The product design workflow in Figure 
28 illustrates the interaction of patent analogy search within the product design 
methodology. 
 
Figure 28: Product design workflow with patent search tools augmenting the concept 
generation process. 
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The analogy search tool is used as a supplemental technique to traditional concept 
generation methods such as brainstorming, brainsketching, and the CSketch/6-3-5 
method (Osborn, 1957, Vangundy, 1988, Otto and Wood, 2001, Markman and Wood, 
2009). The device functionality described during the functional modeling phase of the 
design process is used directly to create functional semantic representations of the design 
problem which are independent of flow domain as illustrated in Figure 29.  
 
Figure 29: Analogy search methodology from functional model to patent search results. 
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The functional semantic representations are mapped to the expanded Functional Basis 
vocabulary, and the Query Generation tool is utilized to create the query function vector 
for the device. The Search Result Viewer identifies the functionally similar patents where 
analogies to the design problem likely exist. The final step in the process is mapping 
useful patents back into the original problem domain. In the following sections, the 
analogy search methodology outlined above is applied to the two case studies. 
GUITAR PICKUP WINDER 
The first case study was chosen to illustrate that the Patent Analogy Search 
Engine could be utilized to reproduce, if not improve on, the solutions for the classic 
Design-by-Analogy problem of the guitar pickup winder. McAdams and Wood (2002) 
compare the functionality of the pickup winder, which is used to manufacture 
electromagnetic coils for electric guitars, to a database of 68 products. The five most 
functionally similar products are shown in Table 9 where λ is the normalized similarity 
index.  
Table 9: Results of similarity calculation for the pickup winder (McAdams and Wood, 
2002) 
  
Product Similarity Index,  
λ
Pickup winder 1.0
Fruit & Vegetable Peeler 0.78





 In Figure 30, a simplified functional model of the pickup winder is given which 
includes the top six functions as determined from the weightings of the corresponding 
customer needs.   
 
Figure 30: Simplified functional model of a guitar pickup winder 
The generic top six functions are: import, secure, position, regulate, guide, and allow 
rotational DOF as shown in the solid boxes. In the expanded patent Functional Basis, the 
functional semantic representation maps as follows: 
• Import: Channel → Import 
• Secure: Support → Secure 
• Position: Support → Place 
• Regulate: Control → Control 
• Guide: Channel → Direct 
• Allow rotational DOF: Channel → Rotate 
After the mapping from the original functional model to the expanded basis is 
established, the search for analogous patents is performed utilizing relevance ranking 
weights of alpha = 1 and beta = -.2 and the top 10000 results are reviewed.  
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The first phase of the case study was to determine whether the patent search could 
extract the analogous products from Table 9. Figure 31 shows the example of the search 
result for the fruit peeler. Considering the relative sparsity of patents included in the 
prototype database (~6% of electronically available patents), the search results are very 
successful with the search coverage including three of the five top analogous devices.  
 
Figure 31: Search results for pickup winder generic functions showing fruit peeler 
analogy 
Figure 32 depicts sample illustrations for the three analogous devices retrieved: a fruit 
peeler, a fishing reel with disengageable spool, and a belt sander. 
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Figure 32: Illustrations from analogous patents for the pickup winder: (a) US patent 
5105735: Perfected machine for peeling oranges and similar fruits, (b) US 
patent 5121888: Spinning reel with a spool disengageable from a rear-mounted 
drag, (c) US patent 3577684: Abrading machine with steering roll and 
tensioned abrading belt 
It must be noted that a large pool of search results is required to identify the three 
analogous patents. The spinning reel and belt sander occurred within the top 1000 search 
results, but the fruit peeler is not retrieved until a group of the top 10000 results are 
extracted. The large number of patents required to extract the fruit peeler analogy is 
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caused by a highly populated query vector resulting from multiple Secondary functions 
used in the query generation. With each Secondary function mapping to an average of 20 
Correspondents, the total number of terms in the query vector is approximately 120 terms 
and leads to poor resolution with respect to the cosine similarity metric. One of the 
significant insights gained through this case study is multiple searches on individual 
functions improves discrimination among the search results.  Despite the relevancy 
resolution issues encountered, an additional patent was found that, if implemented into 
the pickup winder design, would provide a novel means of controlling the wire tension. 
 
Figure 33:  Wire tension control analogy solution, Patent 5,038,657 
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In Figure 33, a tension control mechanism for a musical instrument excites the wire with 
a known frequency and measures the response. The tuning device automatically adjusts 
the tension to bring the frequency response to within the specified range. A device using 
piezoelectric actuators to control the tension, actuate the wire and sense the frequency 
response can be designed into an advanced version of the pickup winder if constant 
tension is critical for enhanced pickup performance or process control consistency. 
WINBA- THE AUTOMATED WINDOW WASHER   
The second case study utilized to evaluate the Patent Analogy Search Engine is an 
automated window washing device. The design problem is to design a self-contained 
window cleaning device. Once initialized, the device will begin an automated routine for 
removing dirt, film, and debris from the window surface without user interaction. The 
general problem statement allows for multiple process choices such as the power source 
and cleaning method. The blackbox functional model for a battery-powered device which 
utilizes a liquid media for cleaning is shown in Figure 34. 
  
 
Figure 34: Blackbox model of automated window washer 
Flow Color Legend
Red – Process Choices
Blue – User Interactions
Black – Problem Statement Dictated Flows
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Other alternative process choices for a power source are solar-power and fuel cells 
among others. Alternative cleaning method process choices omit the cleaning fluid and 
rely on mechanical removal of debris. The functional model for the battery-powered, 
fluid-based window washer is given in Figure 35. 
 
Figure 35: Functional model for a battery-powered window washer using a fluid cleaning 
media 
 
Figure 36: Functional model for a solar-powered window washer using mechanical 
cleaning methods 
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An alternate functional model for a solar-powered window cleaning device which uses a 
mechanical debris removal system is shown in Figure 36. Both devices share the same 
core functionality which is coupling the device to the window, converting some type of 
energy to mechanical motion, and removing the debris from the surface of the window. 
From the common core functions, a simplified functional model of the device is 
generated as shown in Figure 37. 
 
Figure 37: Simplified functional model of core functionality for an automated window 
washer.  
The functional semantic representation of the simplified model becomes 
 Import : Transform : Transmit : Regulate : Couple : Support : Remove 
Further generalizing the model into the Primary functions results in the functional 
semantic representation given as 
 Channel : Branch : Convert : Control : Connect : Support  
A separate analogy search is performed for each Primary function using the Secondary 
functions most relevant to the original design problem. The multiple search approach is 
used to maximize the relevancy score resolution for each query to mitigate the large 
query vector resolution issue identified from the pickup winder case study. The 
Secondary functions utilized for each search query are: 
• Channel → Import, Transmit and Translate 
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• Branch → Remove, Clean and Disperse 
• Convert → Transform and Treat 
• Control → Control and Adjust 
• Connect → Connect, Mount, and Couple 
• Support → Secure and Align 
All searches are performed using the default values for the total relevancy score metric of 
α = 1 and β = -.2. The top 500 results are retrieved for each search. Table 10 summarizes 
the relevant patents compiled from the search results for the queries listed above.  
Table 10: Combined search results for the automated window washer 
 
The patent found for the window cleaning device (Patent 5,086,533) is a very near-field 
analogy to the proposed design problem. The device shown in Figure 38 utilizes a 
squeegee mechanism with a fluid application system to automatically clean windows. 
Patent Title Patent Number
[0.19507] METHODS FOR CLEANING MATERIALS 7556654
[0.15162] AUTONOMOUS FLOOR-CLEANING ROBOT 6883201
[0.14184] SWIMMING POOL VACUUM CLEANER WITH ROTARY BRUSH 5044034
[0.13631] DEVICE FOR CLEANING A WINDOW GLASS 5086533
[0.1916] POWERED CLEANER/POLISHER 7565712
[0.13631] METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CRYOGENIC REMOVAL OF SOLID MATERIALS 5025632
[0.15685] WASHING DEVICE FOR CLEANING A CYLINDER OF A PRINTING MACHINE 5035178
[0.13624] METHOD OF POLISHING A SEMICONDUCTOR WAFER 7559825
[0.18867] VEHICLE WASHING APPARATUS 5077859
[0.15076] APPARATUS FOR SUPPORTING A DIRECT DRIVE DRILLING UNIT 5038871
[0.15398] CONSTRUCTION ELEVATOR ASSEMBLY 5033586
[0.17476] METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR MAINTAINING EQUAL AND CONTINUOUS FLOWS OF 
LIQUID TO AND FROM INTERMITTENTLY OPERATING APPARATUS 3589389
   [0.16747] ELECTRICALLY CONTROLLABLE WINDOW TREATMENT SYSTEM TO CONTROL SUN       
GLARE IN A SPACE 7588067
[0.1792] PROCESS FOR THE CONTROLLED RELEASE OF METERED QUANTITIES OF 
LUBRICANT WHEN COATING PRESSING TOOLS WITH LUBRICATING LIQUIDS AND 
SUSPENSIONS AND APPARATUS FOR CARRYING OUT THE PROCESS 3589389
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Figure 38: Automated window cleaning device found using the analogy search engine is 
an example of a near-field analogy (Patent 5,086,533). 
A second cleaning device, shown in Figure 39, is used for automatically cleaning floors.  
 
Figure 39: Automated floor cleaning device found using the analogy search engine is an 
example of a far-field analogy (Patent 6,883,201).  
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The floor cleaning robot (Patent 6,883,201) solution, better known as the iRobot 
Roomba
TM
, performs the same desired functionality as the automated window washer, 
but the application is in a different domain (floors versus windows). Therefore, this 
solution is a far-field analogy that is readily adaptable to the window cleaning domain. 
The missing functionality of coupling the device to a window can be derived from other 
far-field analogies such as the wafer polishing patent (7,559,825) which utilizes vacuum 
to couple the device to the wafer surface.  A purely mechanical means of traversing 
vertical surfaces is described in Patent 5,033,586 for a transportable construction 
elevator, shown in Figure 40, using a pulley mechanism. 
 
Figure 40: Transportable elevator system for vertically traversing buildings under 
construction (Patent 5,033,586).   
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Finally, entirely novel methods of cleaning surfaces are identified using the analogy 
search tool. Patent 5,025,632 describes an innovative process for cleaning surfaces 
utilizing a combination of cryogenically cooled fluids and mechanical abrasion. Although 
the cryogenic solution may not be feasible in applications of cleaning glass surfaces, the 
purpose of the tool is to stimulate novel problem solving by identifying both near and far-
field analogies. 
CONCLUSIONS 
 The Patent Analogy Search Engine and methodology performed well across both 
case studies. The first case study on the guitar pickup winder is used to verify the efficacy 
of the search procedure to reproduce a well known Design-by-Analogy solution. The 
search process is capable of extracting three of the five top analogous products for the 
pickup winder even given the limited patent database coverage. The pickup winder case 
study also illustrated the limitations of generating large query vectors due to the 
detrimental effect on the resolution of the relevancy metric.  
The second case study applied the search methodology to the design problem of 
the automated window washer. Using lessons learned from the pickup winder, multiple 
search queries are generated to mitigate the similarity metric resolution problem. Six 
individual searches are performed and the compiled results include both near and far-field 
analogies. Among the far-field analogies are novel solutions for coupling the device to 
vertical surfaces using vacuum or transportable pulley systems and for removing debris 
using cryogenic fluids. In Chapter 5, an experimental study is conducted to evaluate the 
analogical search engine effectiveness on the quantity of ideas generated and the overall 
novelty of those ideas. 
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Chapter 5: Experimental Evaluation of the Patent Search Engine for 
Concept Generation Improvement  
The case studies performed utilizing the analogy-based search engine show that 
both near and far field analogies can be derived from the patents obtained. The mapping 
of the analogies is relatively clear when the link is known a priori. The next step in the 
methodology development is to evaluate the effectiveness of the Patent Analogy Search 
Tool on a real-world design problem when the analogical mapping is not known 
beforehand.  The experiment outlined in the following sections is designed to elucidate 
the effects of presenting functionally analogous patents during concept generation on the 
quantity and novelty of design solutions.  
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
An experiment is conducted to evaluate the efficacy of the Patent Analogy Search 
Tool to complement the concept generation phase of the design process. The first factor 
that will be investigated is the overall effect of augmenting brainstorming, or other 
ideation methods, by presenting functionally analogous patents derived from the search 
engine on the quantity and novelty of ideas. The second factor that is investigated is the 
effect within the analogy groups of searches derived from different levels of 
functionality, for example focusing on a single sub-function versus all sub-functions. 
Three levels of functionality are chosen for the analogy groups as shown in Table 11. 
Table 11: Functionality level of analogy distribution among experimental groups 
 
Group Functionality Level of Analogies
Control None
Analogy Group 1 Single Sub-Function
Analogy Group 2 Sub-Function Pair
Analogy Group 3 All Sub-Functions
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The analogy and control groups all executed a three-phase ideation process. Phase 
1 consisted of a 10 minute concept generation process which was common for all 
experimental groups. The differentiation between the analogy and control groups occurs 
during Phase 2 of the experiment. During this phase, the analogy groups are presented 
with the analogous patents according to the assigned functionality levels. During the 
same phase, the control group is given an article to review that is unrelated to the design 
problem to serve as a distracter. A primary purpose of this study is to test the cognitive 
effect of introducing analogous patents versus the unrelated distracter document on the 
concept generation process. Phase 2 was followed by a second 10 minute concept 
generation phase to record any additional unique solutions. The experimental workflow 
for all groups is illustrated in Figure 41. All groups are given the same total length of 
time for concept generation. 
 
Figure 41: Experimental workflow comparison for analogy vs. control groups 
Participants 
The participants were senior mechanical engineering students enrolled in the 











10 Minutes 10 Minutes 10 Minutes
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
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because they are of similar educational and experiential backgrounds. They have also had 
exposure to a wide variety of mechanical engineering theory and practical experience 
through design projects, internships, coops, etc. The relative uniformity across education 
and knowledge will minimize the variation between individuals during concept 
generation due to prior experience. As a result, main and secondary effects of the 
experimental conditions will be more readily identifiable. The total number of 
participants in the experiment was 68 students randomly assigned to one of the 
experimental groups discussed above resulting in 4 groups of 17 students each. 
All participants were given the design problem described in the next section and 
worked individually to generate concepts. The students were instructed to record all 
concepts utilizing both words and sketches with distinct solutions recorded individually, 
similar to the Brainsketching process (Vangundy, 1988).  
Design Problem Description 
The design problem is to design a device to collect energy from human motion. 
The mechanical energy from human motion must then be converted to electrical energy 
and stored for later use to power small devices such as a radio or lighting device. 
Additional constraints on the design are: 
• Low cost 
• Easy to manufacture 
• Portable 
The complete problem statement is given in Figure 42. No further constrains or 
clarification regarding the design embodiment was given. This problem was chosen 
because it is a real-world, need driven problem with great breadth of possible solutions 
that a mechanical engineer with the participants’ knowledge base would be able to solve.  
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Figure 42: Design problem statement and concept recording instructions 
Description of Analogous Patents Selection 
The analogous patents utilized by the experimental analogy groups were found 
using the patent search methodology described in Chapter 4. The sub-functions used in 
each search were derived from the sub-functions required to fulfill the design problem 









where the functions are grouped by alternate functions which represent different flow 
domains. Acceptable solutions and analogies include any and/or all combinations of 
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alternate sub-functions. The specific sub-functions utilized in the patent searches for each 
analogy group are shown in Table 12.  
Table 12: Functions searched for each analogy group 
 
In order to minimize the time burden on the analogy groups, the searches for the 
analogous patents were completed prior to executing the experiment. Selections of four 
(4) patents were chosen from each set of search results based on both near-field and far-
field analogies to the design problem as given in Table 13. The patents are selected from 
the search engine results based on both the relevancy score as well as the analogical 
distance as evaluated by a subject-matter expert.  
Table 13: Analogous patents determined using Patent Search Tool 
 
During Phase 2 of the experiment, the analogy groups were presented the 4 patents 
corresponding to their respective group and given 10 minutes to study the patents (Chan, 
et al. 2011). They were given the patent abstract as well as a representative figure from 
Group Functionality Level of Analogies Search Functions
Analogy Group 1 Single Sub-Function Import 
Analogy Group 2 Sub-Function Pair Import, Convert





of Analogies Patent Title
Patent 
Number
Fuel injection apparatus having fuel pressurizing pump 5080079
Inflating/deflating device for an inflatable air mattress 7571500
Wireless communication device and signal receiving/transmitting method 7542009
Paper guiding arrangement for a business machine 3567143
Photovoltaic cell powered magnetic coil for operation of fluidic circuit flapper 3584636
Virtual-wheeled vehicle 7588105
Gray water interface valve systems and methods 7533426
Air-blower tidal power generation device 7511386
Wave operated power apparatus 3603804
System for recovering wasted energy from IC engine 7549412
Method and device for capture, storage, and recirculation of heat energy 7549418












the patent. The textual description and pictorial descriptions were intentionally given 
together to mitigate the influence of representation (Linsey, et al., 2011).   An example of 
an analogous patent as presented to the analogy group participants is shown in Figure 43.  
 
Figure 43: Example of analogous patent presented to analogy group participants: a) near-
field analogy of power generator, b) far-field analogy of mechanism to import 
human energy 
METRICS FOR EVALUATION 
Goals of the concept generation process include the generation of as many unique 
ideas as possible, and the discovery of novel concepts within the theoretical space of 
ideas. A great breadth of potential solutions spanning as much of the design space as 
possible increases the potential for successfully determining the “best” solution per a 
given set of selection criteria (Otto and Wood, 2001, Ullman, 2003, Ulrich, 2004). 
Although a single concept can readily be identified as a comprehensive solution to the 
given design problem, determining what constitutes a single idea is more difficult to 
define. Previous literature has established rules or heuristics for defining what constitutes 
an independent idea (Shah, et al., 2000, Linsey, et al., 2005). Building on this knowledge 
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base, the definition of an independent idea utilized in this study is a physical embodiment 
that solves one of the sub-functions listed previously.  Furthermore, the solution must 
consist of a how and what couple that satisfies the functional requirement of the 
corresponding sub-function as well as defines the solution flow domain per the Functional 
basis framework (Hirtz et al., 2002).  The how specifies the component of the solution 
that acts upon the flow and the what defines the flow that is acted upon. For example, a 
solution for the flow independent function “Collect” would be “air pressure with tank” 
where the how is the “tank” collecting the “air pressure,” and the air pressure is the what 
defining the specific flow domain as pneumatic potential energy. Following this 
definition scheme, the Quantity of Ideas metric is simply the sum total of unique ideas 
across all sub-functions for each participant.  
The Novelty of Ideas metric was established as a measure of the rarity of a 
particular solution within each sub-function’s design space. A complete design space for 
a particular function would be difficult to properly establish a priori, so an approximation 
was used which was defined as the initial set of solutions generated in Phase 1 for all 
participants.  Novelty scores were computed for each sub-function solution using a 




where Ti is the total number of unique solutions  generated for sub-function i in Phase 1 
across all participants, and Ci is the total number of solution tokens of the each solution in 
the first phase of ideation. The novelty score is a normalized value ranging from 0 to 1 
for each idea. An example of the novelty scoring is given in Figure 44 for clarification. 
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Figure 44: Example of novelty scoring evaluation 
Solutions generated in Phase 3 of the ideation process that did not occur in Phase 1 were 
given a novelty score of 1 since these concepts occurred outside the design space 
established prior to introduction of the patents in Phase 2.  The final Novelty of Ideas 
score for each participant is the average of their sub-function novelty scores.  
RESULTS  
The experimental results for both the Quantity of Ideas and Novelty of Ideas are 
presented and discussed in the following sections. The statistical significance and 
implications of these results are reviewed with regard to the efficacy of the analogous 
patents on these metrics. The functionally level effects are reviewed to determine 
recommendations for analogy search strategies utilizing the Patent Analogy Search Tool. 
Figure 45 illustrates a typical result from an ideation phase. The complete experimental 
results are located in Appendix E. 
Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 3 Solution 4
Participant 1 ● ● ●
Participant 2 ● ●


























Figure 45: Example of ideation sheet with marked up ideas. 
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The quality of the sketches and descriptors was fairly consistent across all 
participants with few exceptions of both higher and poorer quality. The poor quality 
sketches were difficult to score due to unclear intent, therefore a conservative approach 
was taken for all scoring to ensure only explicit solutions were counted, not interpreted 
solutions.  In Figure 46, three solutions are shown which are derived from analogies 
extracted from the patents given in Phase 2.  In Figure 46(a), a novel solution for 
importing kinetic energy from humans is derived from a patent for importing wave 
motion. The floating bridge utilizes functional similarity to extract the energy from 
humans crossing the river.  In Figure 46(b), a novel solution for converting energy is 
shown derived from the analogy of the wireless antenna. Wireless power transmission 
and conversion eliminates the need for local generation and storage, although many other 
feasibility issues such as signal attenuation limit the practicality of this solution. Finally 
in Figure 46(c), the patent solution is mapped between similar domains as a near-field 
analogy. The ocean wave power-harnessing solution is adapted to extract energy from the 
lower amplitude waves generated in river systems. These examples are typical of the 
novel solutions generated as a result of the introduction of analogous patent. 
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Figure 46: Sample solutions from each of the three analogy groups showing novel 
solutions derived from a patent: a) All functions group- floating bridge, b) 
Single function group- energy harvesting antenna, c) Function pair group- river 
power extraction device. 
Quantity of Ideas 
The average quantity of ideas for Phase 1 and Phase 3 combined was evaluated 
for each of the four experimental groups per the metric discussed in the previous section. 
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The results for each ideation phase and the total quantity of ideas are given in Figure 47. 
The overall high number of ideas generated by the participants can be attributed to 
previous training in ideation techniques through their design methodology courses.  
 
 
Figure 47: Average quantity of ideas generated for each group. Error bars show +/- 1 
standard error. 
There is a consistent falloff in the number of ideas generated from ideation Phases 1 and 
3 across all groups. This result is in line with previous experimental data on ideation over 
time (Lindsey, 2007). The total quantity of ideas was also remarkably consistent across 
all groups. The Student’s t-test for difference in means between the control group and the 
analogy groups in Table 14 shows that there is no statistically significant difference 
between the groups. 
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Table 14: Quantity of ideas Student’s t-test results for each analogy group compared to 
control group. 
  
This result implies that the patents had no positive or negative effect on the quantity of 
ideas generated. Although the analogous patents do not increase the quantity of ideas, 
they also do not have a negative impact such as reinforcing design fixation which would 
have a detrimental effect on the concept generation process.  
Novelty of Ideas 
 The average novelty for each participant’s ideas over the ideation Phases 1 and 3 
was calculated per the novelty metric discussed in the previous section. The mean novelty 
and standard deviations for each experimental group are derived as shown in Figure 48. 
 
Figure 48: Average novelty of ideas generated for each group. Error bars show +/- 1 
standard error. 
Control 1-Function 2-Functions All Functions
Mean 15.12 15.47 14.88 13.76
Variance 26.99 34.39 19.11 6.94
P(T<=t) 0.427 0.444 0.174
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Upon initial inspection, the All Functions group appears to have a larger mean and tighter 
distribution. The Student’s t-test for difference in means was again used to determine 
whether a statistically significant difference in the mean group novelty score exists with 
respect to the control group. The results are given in Table 15. 
Table 15: Novelty of ideas Student t-test results for each analogy group compared to 
control group 
 
The All Function group does have a statistically significant higher average novelty than 
the control group at the 95% confidence level. The other analogy groups do not have a 
statistically significant difference in means. This result tends to confirm the analogous 
patents can improve the novelty of ideas generated during concept generation, but this 
effect appears to be dependent on the functionality level of the analogy. To confirm this 
insight, the t-test was performed on the mean novelty between the analogy groups by 
comparing both the 1-Function and 2-Funciton groups to the All Function group as 
shown in Table 16. 
Table 16: Novelty of ideas Student t-test results within the analogy groups compared with 
All Functions group 
 
The All Function group has a statistically significant higher average novelty than the 2-
Function group at the 94% confidence level, and a statistically significant higher average 
novelty than the 1-Function group at the 98% confidence level.  
Control 1-Function 2-Functions All Functions
Mean 0.8416 0.8316 0.8429 0.8892
Variance 0.0029 0.0025 0.0023 0.0021
P(T<=t) 0.291 0.470 0.048
All Functions 1-Function 2-Functions
Mean 0.8892 0.8316 0.8429
Variance 0.0021 0.0025 0.0023
P(T<=t) 0.014 0.051
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The strong significant effect on novelty due to the functionality level of the 
analogies was not expected. This effect could be attributed to a number of possibilities, 
including: 1) the narrow focus of the 1- and 2-function analogies causes design fixation 
within the constricted design space of those sub-functions or 2) the participants have a 
greater difficulty mapping the analogies at the narrowly focused functional level and the 
analogies are more apparent at the higher functional level.  The design fixation cause is 
contradicted by the quantity of ideas result which showed the overall number of unique 
ideas to be the same across all groups. That contradiction lends support for the analogy 
mapping difficulty theory, but additional experiments would be required to verify the 
phenomenon.  
CONCLUSIONS 
The results of the experiment to test the patent analogy search tool efficacy for 
augmenting concept generation methods garnered several significant insights. The first 
insight was that analogical patents have no impact on the total quantity of unique ideas 
generated. The significance of this finding is that the introduction of analogous patent 
examples does not have a detrimental effect on concept generation through the 
phenomenon of design fixation.  
The most important result supporting the efficacy of the patent analogy search 
tool was the significant effect of increased average novelty for the high functionally level 
analogy group. The All Functions group had a 5% higher average novelty rating than 
either the control group or the other analogy groups. This level of performance increase 
justifies the inclusion of the search tool into the concept generation process. Further 
experimentation should be conducted as part of the future work to identify the root cause 
of the functionality level effect. In the meantime, a high level, multi-function 
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representation of the design problem should be used for search query generation to obtain 
the best possible performance from the search tool. This finding is in agreement with the 
results of the case studies in Chapter 4 which concluded multiple searches over using 
multiple secondary functions maximizes the functional relevancy resolution. The next 
phase of experimental studies will investigate the performance of the Patent Analogy 
Search Engine compared to competing Design-by-Analogy methods such as the Wordnet 




Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work 
CONCLUSIONS 
 Design-by-Analogy is an important tool for augmenting the Concept Generation 
process. Previously, few tools existed to systematically identify functional analogies for 
specific design problems across solution domains. The new Patent Analogy Search 
Engine and methodology provides a structured process and support tools to extract both 
near and far-field analogies from the vast design information contained in the USPTO 
patent database. The search engine has been developed based on knowledge gained from 
prior literature across multiple disciplines including functional modeling and 
representation, design repository methods, information retrieval theory and natural 
language processing. Using domain-independent representations and an expanded 
functional vocabulary, novel analogies can be extracted from the patent database to lead 
designers to novel solutions. The case study and experimental results both support the 
research hypothesis that a patent-based analogy search tool can identify non-obvious 
functional analogies and improve the novelty of concepts generated when utilized during 
ideation. The following sections summarize the conclusions regarding the search tool 
development and the lessons learned in applying the methodology to real-world case 
studies. The conclusions from the Patent Analogy Search experimental study are 
discussed. Finally, future work for the enhancement of the search tools and methodology 
is proposed 
Patent-Based Analogy Search Tool Implementation 
The Vector Space Model-based functional search engine provides domain-
independent search capability within the patent database. The enabling technologies 
developed in this research are first the systematic derivation of a complete functional 
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vocabulary. The vocabulary is extracted directly from the target knowledge base of the 
USPTO patent database. Several natural language processing algorithms are developed to 
support the extraction of the relevant functional terms. The complete set of function verbs 
as defined using the convergence criteria in Chapter 3 are organized into a hierarchical 
structure modeled after the Functional Basis. The supplemental search tools such as the 
Query Generator interface and the Search Result Viewer interface were developed to 
enable effortless access to the design information contained in a limited sample of the 
patent database. The search engine development leads to insights regarding the 
relationship between functionally rich patents and analogy mapping difficulties due to the 
excessively broad functional coverage. Several potential enhancements to the search 
engine were also identified and are discussed future work. 
Patent Analogy Search Methodology and Case Studies 
In Chapter 4, the systematic method for searching for analogies in the patent 
database was described. The functional model for a given design problem is simplified 
and mapped to a domain-independent semantic representation expressed in the expanded 
Functional Basis vocabulary. Using this approach, the Patent Analogy Search Engine 
methodology successfully reproduced the results of the well known Design-by-Analogy 
guitar pickup winder. Even given the limited patent coverage in the prototype patent 
database, the search process extracted three of the five top analogous products for the 
pickup winder. The key insight gained from the pickup winder case study was generating 
large query vectors by searching over multiple Primary and Secondary functions 
detrimentally reduces the total relevancy score metric resolution. The reduction in 
resolution requires the user to search many more patents to extract the desired patent 
analogies. Going forward, the search approach utilized multiple searches over fewer 
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functions. Using lessons learned from the pickup winder case study, the automated 
window washer design problem used multiple search queries generated with fewer 
Secondary functions. Six individual searches were performed and the identified analogies 
included both near and far-field analogies. The far-field analogies were extracted for 
coupling the device to vertical surfaces and for removing debris using cryogenic fluids as 
well as a very near-field analogy exactly describing an automated window washing 
device. The methodology developed and verified by case study was then used to extract 
the analogous patents for the concept generation experiment. 
Insights from Concept Generation Experiment 
The experimental study to test the patent analogy search tool efficacy supports the 
hypothesis that analogous patents increase the overall novelty of concepts generation 
during ideation. In the experiment described in Chapter 5, the All Functions group had a 
5% higher average novelty rating than either the control group or the other analogy 
groups. The significant performance increase justifies the inclusion of the search tool into 
the concept generation process.  The inclusion of analogous patents in the ideation 
process had no significant effect on the quantity of ideas generated. The lack of effect on 
quantity of ideas secondarily verifies that the introduction of patent examples does not 
propagate the phenomenon of design fixation to detrimental effect on concept generation. 
The underlying principle for increased average novelty for the high functionally level 
analogy group is not completely understood from this initial study. Further 
experimentation should be conducted as part of the future work to identify the root cause 
of the functionality level effect. Additionally, verification of the experimental result 
should be conducted using a secondary rater to determine the inter-rater  
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FUTURE WORK 
Search Engine Extensions and Enhancements 
The Patent Analogy Search Engine has been shown to be effective for identifying 
functional analogies from the patent database and for increasing the novelty of concepts 
generated during ideation. Although, the initial results are promising continued 
improvements to the search engine design could further enhance the tool’s efficacy. The 
first improvement proposed is simply increasing the patent database coverage. The 
current prototype implementation is near the limit of the tool used for development. The 
MATLAB program provides rapid prototyping capabilities, but is not well suited for 
supporting large databases. Porting the search functionality to a dedicated database 
language such as MySQL would enable complete indexing and storage of the USPTO 
patent database.  
 Further research is needed to optimize the total relevancy score metric. Including 
patent length normalization into the Patent Functional Content metric could be used to 
minimize the bias resulting from longer patents including a broader range of function 
terms. Additionally, a rigorous experimental study to determine the optimal relevancy 
score coefficient weights must be conducted to verify the results from the parametric 
process utilized in this research.  
Additional extensions to the search engine to be investigated are the inclusion of 
customer needs utilizing system attribute terms as adjectives. The attribute terms would 
be implemented as context limiters used to augment the similarity metric. Some examples 
of attribute term adjectives are quickly, cheap, light, etc. 
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Functionality Level Effect Verification 
Although the introduction of analogies during ideation increased the overall 
solution novelty for the All-functions group, the novelty gap between the All-functions 
analogy group and the other analogy groups in the experimental study is not well 
understood. The single function analogy and function-couple analogy groups showed no 
statistical improvement over the control group. A follow up experimental study should be 
conducted to specifically test for this effect. The insight gained if a significant effect 
correlated with functionality level is identified would greatly impact the search 
methodology with regard to query generation. If multiple, high level functions 
consistently produce higher solution novelty, the total relevancy score metric would 
require modification to improve the poor similarity score resolution for large query 
vectors.    
A secondary test of the functionality level effect would be modifying the structure 
of the extending Functional Basis. An experimental study to evaluate the effect of 
combining and separating the Secondary function groups and Correspondent functions 
would be used to determine the optimal number of Secondary function categories. Fewer 
Secondary functions equates to larger query vectors due to the increased number of 
Correspondents. If fewer Secondary functions produce higher solution novelty, the total 





Appendix A: Boolean Model Patent Search Matlab Code 
MAIN FUNCTION 
function [patclass_hit,queryterms]=runsearch() 
%Main program- loads all other programs 
clear 
clc 
% prompt = {'Choose Patent Class Range or Choose 0 for all'}; 
% title = 'Analogy Search'; 
% lines = 1; 
% def = {'10'}; 
% answer = inputdlg(prompt,title,lines,def,'on'); 
% range_class = str2num(answer{1}); 
  
range_class = 0; 
[patclass_hit,queryterms]= analogysearch(range_class); 
disp('Search is finished.') 
if isempty(patclass_hit(1).num) 
    test = 1; 
    while test 
        prompt = {'No results found. Use different search terms?'}; 
        title = 'Search Again'; 
        lines = 1; 
        def = {'Yes'}; 
        answer = inputdlg(prompt,title,lines,def,'on'); 
        test = strcmp(lower(answer{1}),'yes'); 
        if test 
            [patclass_hit,queryterms]= analogysearch(range_class); 
        end 
    end 
else 
    str_f = gen_filename(queryterms,1); 
    filestr = ['File will be saved in Results directory as ',str_f]; 
    disp(filestr) 
    file_mat = strcat(gen_filename(queryterms,0),'.mat'); 
    save(file_mat); 
    excel_write(patclass_hit,queryterms); 




function [patclass_hit,queryterms]= analogysearch(range_class) 
%[patclass_hit,queryterms]=analogysearch(range_class); 
% 
%RANGE_CLASS variable is the number of patent classes to search. 




%Copy/paste function above and replace 'RANGE_CLASS' with desired value 
to run 
%the analogy search. 
% 
%For multiple Functions, System Inputs and Customer Needs entries use 
comma 
%and space to separate terms, e.g. vibrate, branch, measure. 
% 
%For Customer Needs phrases, use quotes to enclose phrase, e.g. "Low 
Cost" 
% 
%Setting Limit Verb Tense to 'Yes' limits search terms to 'ing' and 
'ed' 
%tenses, e.g. 'vibrating' and 'vibrated'. Useful when most common usage 
of  
%term is not in a functional sense.  
% 
%Search field options are 'Title', 'Abstract', 'Description', and 'All' 
and 
%controls in which section of the patent the query occurs 
% 
%See also EXCEL_OUTPUT SEARCHPAGEVIEWER 
%range_class = 10; 
if ischar(range_class) 
    error('Bad value of RANGE_CLASS') 
elseif range_class<0||range_class>400 
    error('Bad value of RANGE_CLASS') 
end 
prompt = {'Enter Function e.g. separate, channel, etc.',... 
    'Limit Verb Tense?','Enter System Inputs e.g. fluid, spool, 
etc',... 
    'Enter Customer Needs and Context Limiters e.g. "low cost", robust, 
etc.',... 
    'Search Field'};%,'Web Browser Display'}; 
title = 'Analogy Search Query Generator'; 
lines = 1; 




answer = inputdlg(prompt,title,lines,def,options); 
functions = lower(answer{1}); 
queryterms.limit = lower(answer{2}); 
flows = lower(answer{3}); 
cns = lower(answer{4}); 
queryterms.field = lower(answer{5}); 
%queryterms.web = lower(answer{6}); 
matches = 0; 
patclassfile = 'patent_classes.txt'; 
patclass = loadpatclass(patclassfile); 
len_class = length(patclass.num); 





    len_flow=length(queryterms.flow); 
else 




    len_cn=length(queryterms.cns); 
else 
    len_cn = 0; 
end 
  
num_terms = [length(queryterms.funct) len_flow len_cn]; 
  
k = 0; 
nummatch_temp =[]; 
if range_class == 0 
    len_class = len_class; 
else 
    len_class = range_class; 
end 
for i = 1:len_class 
    [url,searchurl] = 
searchstring_v2(queryterms,num_terms,num2str(patclass.num(i))); 
    disp(strcat('Searching:',patclass.title(i))) 
    matches = find_num_matches(url); 
    if  matches>0 
        k= k+1; 
        num_temp(k) = patclass.num(i); 
        title_temp(k) = patclass.title(i); 
        url_temp{k} = searchurl; 
        nummatch_temp(k) = matches; 
    end 
end 
if ~isempty(nummatch_temp) 
    [b,ind] = sort(nummatch_temp); 
    len = length(b); 
    j = len; 
    for i = 1:len 
        patclass_hit(i).nummatch = b(j); 
        ind_temp = ind(j); 
        patclass_hit(i).num = num_temp(ind_temp); 
        patclass_hit(i).title = title_temp(ind_temp); 
        patclass_hit(i).url = url_temp(ind_temp); 
        j = j-1; 
    end 
else 
    patclass_hit(1).nummatch = []; 
    patclass_hit(1).num = []; 
    patclass_hit(1).title = []; 
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function [url,search] = searchstring_v2(queryterms,nums,class)  
  
num_funct = nums(1); 
num_flow = nums(2); 
num_cns = nums(3); 
queryfunct = ''; 
queryflow = ''; 
querycns = ''; 
  
%Generate Function Query 
if num_funct~=0 
    for i = 1:num_funct 
        f1_inv = inv_stemmer(queryterms.funct(i)); 
        if i==1 
            if ~strcmp(queryterms.limit,'yes') 
               queryfunct = 
strcat('%28',f1_inv(1),'+OR+',f1_inv(2),'+OR+',f1_inv(3),'+OR+',f1_inv(
4),'%29'); 
            else 
               queryfunct = 
strcat('%28',f1_inv(3),'+OR+',f1_inv(4),'%29'); 
            end 
        else 
            if ~strcmp(queryterms.limit,'yes') 
                queryfunct = 
strcat(queryfunct,'+AND+%28',f1_inv(1),'+OR+',f1_inv(2),'+OR+',f1_inv(3
),'+OR+',f1_inv(4),'%29'); 
            else 
                queryfunct = 
strcat(queryfunct,'+AND+%28',f1_inv(3),'+OR+',f1_inv(4),'%29'); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%Generate Flow Query 
if num_flow~=0 
    for i = 1:num_flow 
        f2_inv = pluralize(queryterms.flow(i)); 
        if i == 1  
            queryflow = strcat(f2_inv(1),'+OR+',f2_inv(2)); 
        else             
            queryflow = 
strcat(queryflow,'+OR+',f2_inv(1),'+OR+',f2_inv(2)); 
        end 
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    end 
end 
  
%Generate CN query 
if num_cns~=0 
    for i = 1:num_cns 
        if i == 1 
            k = strfind(char(queryterms.cns(i)), '+'); 
            if ~isempty(k) 
                querycns = strcat('%22',queryterms.cns(i),'%22'); 
            else 
                querycns = queryterms.cns(i); 
            end 
        else 
            k = strfind(char(queryterms.cns(i)), '+'); 
            if ~isempty(k) 
%                querycns 
=strcat(querycns,'+AND+%22',queryterms.cns(i),'%22'); 
                querycns = 
strcat(querycns,'+OR+%22',queryterms.cns(i),'%22'); 
            else 
%                querycns = strcat(querycns,'+AND+',queryterms.cns(i)); 
                querycns = strcat(querycns,'+OR+',queryterms.cns(i)); 
            end 
        end 


































    case 'all' 
        query = query; 
    case 'title' 
        query = strcat('ttl%2F%28',query,'%29'); 
    case 'abstract' 
        query = strcat('abst%2F%28',query,'%29'); 
    case 'description' 
        query = strcat('spec%2F%28',query,'%29'); 
    otherwise 
        disp('Bad search field') 
        return; 
end 
%add class to search 
query = strcat('ccl%2F',class,'+AND+',query); 
  
% US patents only 
 search = 
char(strcat('http://www.freepatentsonline.com/result.html?edit_alert=&s
rch=xprtsrch&query_txt=',query,... 




     url = urlread(search); 
 catch 
     url = ''; 
 end 
 
SEARCH VIEWER FUNCTION 
function varargout = searchviewer(varargin) 
% SEARCHVIEWER M-file for searchviewer.fig 
%      SEARCHVIEWER, by itself, creates a new SEARCHVIEWER or raises 
the existing 
%      singleton*. 
% 
%      H = SEARCHVIEWER returns the handle to a new SEARCHVIEWER or the 
handle to 
%      the existing singleton*. 
% 
%      SEARCHVIEWER('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the 
local 




%      SEARCHVIEWER('Property','Value',...) creates a new SEARCHVIEWER 
or raises the 
%      existing singleton*.  Starting from the left, property value 
pairs are 
%      applied to the GUI before searchviewer_OpeningFunction gets 
called.  An 
%      unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property 
application 
%      stop.  All inputs are passed to searchviewer_OpeningFcn via 
varargin. 
% 
%      *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu.  Choose "GUI allows only 
one 
%      instance to run (singleton)". 
% 
% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES 
  
% Copyright 2002-2003 The MathWorks, Inc. 
  
% Edit the above text to modify the response to help searchviewer 
  
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 20-Jun-2007 02:56:11 
  
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ... 
    'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
    'gui_OpeningFcn', @searchviewer_OpeningFcn, ... 
    'gui_OutputFcn',  @searchviewer_OutputFcn, ... 
    'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
    'gui_Callback',   []); 
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1}) 




    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
else 
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
end 
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
  
% --- Executes just before searchviewer is made visible. 
function searchviewer_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
  
handles.output = hObject; 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
load_search_data(varargin,handles); 







    uiload 
elseif length(varargin) == 1&&(2 == exist(varargin{1},'file')) 
    filename = varargin{1}; 
    load(filename) 
elseif length(varargin) == 2 %&& 
strcmpi(varargin{1},'patclass_hit')&&strcmpi(varargin{2},'queryterms') 
    patclass_hit = varargin{1}; 
    queryterms = varargin{2}; 
else 
    errordlg('Patent Search Data not Found') 
    delete(handles.searchviewer); 
    return 
end 
handles.patclass = patclass_hit; 
handles.query = queryterms; 











% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line. 
function varargout = searchviewer_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, 
handles) 
varargout{1} = handles.output; 
  
  
function varargout = prev_next_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, str) 
% Get the index_num pointer and the addresses 
index = handles.Index; 
patclasses = handles.patclass; 
queryterm = handles.query; 
% Depending on whether Prev or Next was clicked change the display 
switch str 
    case 'Prev' 
        i = index - 1; 
        if i < 1 
            i = length(patclasses); 
        end 
    case 'Next' 
        i = index + 1; 
        if i > length(patclasses) 
            i = 1; 
        end 
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end 
% Get the appropriate data for the index_num in selected 
handles.Index = i; 
Current_class = patclasses(i).title; 









% --- Executes on button press in open_browser. 
function open_browser_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to open_browser (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
index = handles.Index; 
patclasses = handles.patclass; 




Appendix B: Vector Space Model Source Code 
FAST PATENT INDEXER FUNCTIONS 
function varargout = indexer_gui_v2(varargin) 
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ... 
                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
                   'gui_OpeningFcn', 
@indexer_gui_v2_OpeningFcn, ... 
                   'gui_OutputFcn',  
@indexer_gui_v2_OutputFcn, ... 
                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
                   'gui_Callback',   []); 
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1}) 




    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, 
varargin{:}); 
else 
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
end 
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
  
  
% --- Executes just before indexer_gui_v2 is made visible. 
function indexer_gui_v2_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, 
handles, varargin) 
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn. 
% hObject    handle to figure 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 
% varargin   command line arguments to indexer_gui_v2 (see 
VARARGIN) 
  
% Choose default command line output for indexer_gui_v2 
handles.output = hObject; 
  
% Update handles structure 
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guidata(hObject,handles); 
% load master_terms_list 
% handles.master_list = master_terms; 
get_last_pat_indexed(hObject,handles,[7600 1715]); 
  





% % --- Outputs from this function are returned to the 
command line. 
 function varargout = indexer_gui_v2_OutputFcn(hObject, 
eventdata, handles)  





function current_term_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to current_term (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 
new_term = get(hObject,'string'); 








% % Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of 
current_term as text 
% %        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns 
contents of current_term as a double 
% % --- Executes during object creation, after setting all 
properties. 
function current_term_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, 
handles) 
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on 
Windows. 
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%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
else 






% % --- Executes on button press in finished. 
function finished_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to finished (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 









 %get value of last patent indexed 
function get_last_pat_indexed(hObject,handles,pat_range) 
% file = strcat(pwd,'\patents_thesaurus_v3.xls'); 
file = strcat(pwd,'\patents_tagger_parsed.xls'); 
handles.excel = actxserver('Excel.Application'); 
handles.excel.Workbooks.Open(file); 
handles.excel.Visible = 1; 
handles.pat_track = 1; 







indx_pos = handles.pat_track; 
terms = 0; 
handles.term = {''}; 
handles.term_color = 6; 
while ~terms 
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    position = strcat('B',num2str(indx_pos)); 
    Select(Range(handles.excel,position)); 
    pat_num = get(handles.excel.Selection,'Value'); 
    set(handles.pat_num,'string',num2str(pat_num)); 
    position = strcat('A',num2str(indx_pos)); 
    Select(Range(handles.excel,position)); 
    handles.excel.Selection.Interior.ColorIndex = 8; 
    check = 0; 
    count = 4; 
    while check == 0 
        position = 
strcat(dec2base27(count),num2str(indx_pos)); 
        Select(Range(handles.excel,position)); 
        word = get(handles.excel.Selection,'Value'); 
        if isnan(word) 
            check = 1; 
            if count > 4 
                terms = 1; 
            else 
                terms = 0; 
            end 
        else 
            handles.term{count-3} = word; 
        end 
        count = count +1; 
    end 
    indx_pos = indx_pos+1; 
end 
handles.pat_track = (indx_pos-1); 
handles.term_track = 1; 







function set_type_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles,str) 
switch str 
    case 'funct_term' 
        handles.term_color = 6; 
    case 'delete_term' 
        handles.term_color = 1; 
    case 'sysin_term' 
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        handles.term_color = 3; 
    case 'attrib_term' 
        handles.term_color = 4; 
    case 'component_term' 








handles.term_pos = handles.term_pos+1; 







term = handles.term_track; 
len_term = length(handles.term); 
if term <= len_term  
    set(handles.current_term,'string',handles.term(term)) 
    guidata(hObject,handles); 
else 
    handles.pat_track = handles.pat_track+1; 
    guidata(hObject,handles); 




% --- Executes on button press in back. 
function back_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to back (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 
handles.term_pos = handles.term_pos-1; 













function find_def_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to open_browser (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 






function next_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
handles.term_pos = handles.term_pos+1; 




SUFFIX STRIPPER FUNCTION 
function stem = suffix_stripper(str) 
  
check = 0; 
if ~isempty(regexp(str,'(sses)\>','start')) 
    str = regexprep(str,'(sses)\>','ss'); 
elseif ~isempty(regexp(str,'(ies)\>','start')) 
    str =regexprep(str,'(ies)\>','y'); 
elseif ~isempty(regexp(str,'[^seui](s)\>','start')) 
    str =str(1:length(str)-1); 
elseif ~isempty(regexp(str,'[^aiou](es)\>','start')) 
    str =str(1:length(str)-2); 
    check = 1; 
end 
  





    str = regexprep(str,'(?<=[aeiou]+\w*)(ed)\>',''); 
    check = 1; 
end 
  
str = regexprep(str,'(?<=y)(ing)\>',''); 
if ~isempty(regexp(str,'(?<=[aeiouy]+\w*)(ing)\>','start')) 
    str = regexprep(str,'(?<=[aeiouy]+\w*)(ing)\>',''); 




    if 
~isempty(regexp(str,'([aeiou][^aeiouv][eiou][t])\>','start'
)) 
        str = strcat(str,'e'); 
    elseif 
~isempty(regexp(str,'([^aeiou][^aeiou][eiou][t])\>','start'
)) 
    elseif 
~isempty(regexp(str,'[^aeiou][aiou][^aeiouwxy]\>','start'))
... 
            
&&isempty(regexp(str,'[aeiou]\w*(or)\>','start')) 
        str = strcat(str,'e'); 
    elseif ~isempty(regexp(str,'([^slfe])\1\>','tokens')) 
        str = regexprep(str,'([^s])\1\>','$1'); 
    elseif ~isempty(regexp(str,'[^aeiou](i)\>','start')) 
        str =regexprep(str,'(i)\>','y'); 
    elseif 
~isempty(regexp(str,'(ang)\>|([ou]r[sgc])\>|(abl)\>|(icl)\>
|([^aeiou]at)\>|([aeiou]dg)\>|(pl)\>|(dg)','start')) 
        str = strcat(str,'e'); 
    elseif 
~isempty(regexp(str,'([yiea]z)\>|([aui]r)\>|(eas)\>|v\>|(yc
l)\>|(ers)\>','start')) 
        str = strcat(str,'e'); 
    elseif 
~isempty(regexp(str,'(ais)\>|([iu]at)\>|(br)\>|([mn][gdb]l)
\>','start')) 
        str = strcat(str,'e'); 
    end 
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    if 
~isempty(regexp(str,'([io][ms]ite)\>|(sone)\>|(eare)\>|(ivo
te)\>','start')) 
        str = regexprep(str,'(e)\>',''); 
    elseif ~isempty(regexp(str,'(hous)\>','start')) 
        str = strcat(str,'e'); 
    elseif 
~isempty(regexp(str,'([aie][rpn][gsc])\>|(guid)\>|(spher)\>
|(caus)\>|([^i]*cit)\>','start')) 
        str = strcat(str,'e'); 
    end 
end 
 
stem = str; 
PREFIX STRIPPER FUNCTION 
function [root,flag,hit] = 
prefix_stripper(list,str,prefixes) 
% Prefix stripper: sub, re, un, de, under, mis, over, pre, 
post, non, counter, out, inter, micro, up, super, en, co, 
dis, hyper, ultra 
len = length(prefixes); 
flag(len) = 0; 
for i = 1:len 
    expr = strcat('\<(',prefixes{i},')'); 
    if ~isempty(regexp(str,expr,'start')) 
        temp_str = regexprep(str,expr,''); 
        check = check_root(list,temp_str); 
        if check == 0 
            flag(i) = 1; 
            root = temp_str; 
            hit = 1; 
            return; 
        else 
            hit = 0; 
            root = str; 
        end 
    else 
        hit = 0; 
        root = str; 









[m s e] = regexp(patent,'Title:.+?(</b>){1}', 
'match','start', 'end'); 
m2 = regexprep(m,'<.*?>|[\f\n\r\t\v]',''); 
title = regexprep(m2,'Title:\s*',''); 
if ~isempty(m) 
    patent = patent(e:length(patent)); 
end 
  
[m s e] = regexp(patent,'Abstract:.+?(</div>){1}', 
'match','start', 'end'); 
m2 = regexprep(m,'<.*?>|[\f\n\r\t\v]',''); 
abstract = regexprep(m2,'Abstract:\s*',''); 
if ~isempty(m) 
    patent = patent(e:length(patent)); 
end 
  
[m s e] = regexp(patent,'Primary Class:.+?(</div>){1}', 
'match','start', 'end'); 
m2 = regexprep(m,'<.*?>|[\f\n\r\t\v]',''); 
class = regexprep(m2,'Primary Class:\s*|\s*',''); 
if ~isempty(m) 
    patent = patent(e:length(patent)); 
end 
  
[m s e] = regexp(patent,'Claims:.+?(</div>){1}', 
'match','start', 'end'); 
m2 = regexprep(m,'<.*?>|[\f\n\r\t\v]',''); 
claims = regexprep(m2,'Claims:\s*',''); 
if ~isempty(m) 
    patent = patent(e:length(patent)); 
end 
  
[m s e] = regexp(patent,'Description:.+?(</div>){1}', 
'match','start', 'end'); 
m2 = regexprep(m,'<.*?>|[\f\n\r\t\v]',''); 
description = regexprep(m2,'Description:\s*',''); 





TERM EXTRACTION FUNCTION 
disp('Count:');disp(1); 
pat_file = strcat(num2str(patent_list(1)),'_all.txt'); 
input_file = strcat(pwd,'\Patent_parsed_again\',pat_file); 








%patent.number = pat_num; 
patent.title = b(1); 
patent.abstract = b(2); 
patent.class = b(3); 
patent.claims = b(4); 
patent.description = b(5); 
  
fid = fopen('temp_in.txt','w'); 
fprintf(fid,'%s',b{2}) 
fclose(fid); 
output_file = strcat('temp_out.txt'); 
dos_str = ['tag-english ','temp_in.txt',' ',output_file]; 
dos(dos_str); 
[a,b]= tag_reader(output_file,stop_words); 
functions = a; 
attributes =b; 
TERM TAG READER 





verb =  {''}; 
adjective = {''}; 
adverb = {''}; 
  
%Extract verbs 
for i = 1:length(str) 
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    [a,b]=regexp(char(str(i)),'VV[A-Z]?','match','split'); 
    if ~isempty(a) 
        verb_temp =regexp(char(b(2)),'\w*\w','match'); 
        if length(verb_temp)>1;verb_temp = 'a';end 
        if check_term(verb,verb_temp) 
            if check_term(stop_words,verb_temp) 
                verb(k)=verb_temp; 
                k=k+1; 
            end 
        end 




for i = 1:length(str) 
    [a,b]=regexp(char(str(i)),'JJ[A-Z]?','match','split'); 
    if ~isempty(a) 
        adjective_temp =regexp(char(b(2)),'\w*\w','match'); 
        if 
length(adjective_temp)>1;adjective_temp=adjective_temp(leng
th(adjective_temp));end; 
        if check_term(adjective,adjective_temp) 
            if check_term(stop_words,adjective_temp) 
                adjective(k)=adjective_temp; 
                k=k+1; 
            end 
        end 




for i = 1:length(str) 
    [a,b]=regexp(char(str(i)),'R[BP][A-
Z]?','match','split'); 
    if ~isempty(a) 
        adverb_temp =regexp(char(b(2)),'\w*\w','match'); 
        if 
length(adverb_temp)>1;adverb_temp=adverb_temp(length(adverb
_temp));end; 
        if check_term(adverb,adverb_temp) 
            if check_term(stop_words,adverb_temp) 
                adverb(k)=adverb_temp; 
                k=k+1; 
            end 
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        end 
    end 
end 
verbs = sort(verb); 
descriptors = sort([adverb adjective]); 
PATENT SEARCH QUERY GENERATOR FUNCTION 
function varargout = patent_search_v2(varargin) 
% PATENT_SEARCH_V2 M-file for patent_search_v2.fig 
%      PATENT_SEARCH_V2, by itself, creates a new 
PATENT_SEARCH_V2 or raises the existing 
%      singleton*. 
% 
%      H = PATENT_SEARCH_V2 returns the handle to a new 
PATENT_SEARCH_V2 or the handle to 
%      the existing singleton*. 
% 
%      
PATENT_SEARCH_V2('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) 
calls the local 
%      function named CALLBACK in PATENT_SEARCH_V2.M with 
the given input arguments. 
% 
%      PATENT_SEARCH_V2('Property','Value',...) creates a 
new PATENT_SEARCH_V2 or raises the 
%      existing singleton*.  Starting from the left, 
property value pairs are 
%      applied to the GUI before 
function_catagorizer_OpeningFunction gets called.  An 
%      unrecognized property name or invalid value makes 
property application 
%      stop.  All inputs are passed to 
patent_search_v2_OpeningFcn via varargin. 
% 
%      *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu.  Choose "GUI 
allows only one 
%      instance to run (singleton)". 
% 
% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES 
  




% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 18-Nov-2010 21:38:20 
  
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ... 
    'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
    'gui_OpeningFcn', @patent_search_v2_OpeningFcn, ... 
    'gui_OutputFcn',  @patent_search_v2_OutputFcn, ... 
    'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
    'gui_Callback',   []); 
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1}) 




    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, 
varargin{:}); 
else 
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
end 
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
  
  
% --- Executes just before patent_search_v2 is made 
visible. 
function patent_search_v2_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, 
handles, varargin) 
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn. 
% hObject    handle to figure 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 
% varargin   command line arguments to patent_search_v2 
(see VARARGIN) 
  
% Choose default command line output for patent_search_v2 
handles.output = hObject; 
  
handles.query_vector = zeros(1,1700); 
handles.index=[]; 
set(handles.uipanel2,'Visible','off') 
temp = load('funct_index.mat'); 









% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the 
command line. 
function varargout = patent_search_v2_OutputFcn(hObject, 
eventdata, handles) 
% varargout  cell array for returning output args (see 
VARARGOUT); 
% hObject    handle to figure 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 
  
% Get default command line output from handles structure 
varargout{1} = handles.output; 
  
  
% --- Executes on button press in search. 
function search_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to search (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 
%global out 
handles.query_vector = query_vector(1700,handles.index); 
handles.output = handles.index; 
out = handles.query_vector'; 
searchviewer_v2(out) 
%patent_search_v2_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
%close; 
  
function funct_cat_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, str) 




    case 'branch' 
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        %disp('branch') 
        set(handles.branch,'BackgroundColor',[0 1 0]) 
        set(handles.sf1,'String','Divide') 
        set(handles.sf2,'String','Extract') 
        set(handles.sf3,'String','Clean') 
        set(handles.sf4,'String','Distribute') 
        set(handles.sf5,'String','Penetrate') 
        set(handles.sf6,'String','Remove') 
        set(handles.sf7,'String','Dilute') 
        set(handles.sf8,'String','Split') 
        set(handles.sf9,'String','Disperse') 
        set(handles.sf10,'String','Break') 
        set(handles.sf11,'String','Machine') 
        
set(handles.sf12,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf12more,'Vis
ible','off') 
        
set(handles.sf13,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf13more,'Vis
ible','off') 
         
    case 'channel' 
        %disp('channel') 
        set(handles.channel,'BackgroundColor',[0 1 0]) 
        set(handles.sf1,'String','Import') 
        set(handles.sf2,'String','Export') 
        set(handles.sf3,'String','Transport') 
        set(handles.sf4,'String','Transmit') 
        set(handles.sf5,'String','Translate') 
        set(handles.sf6,'String','Move') 
        set(handles.sf7,'String','Rotate') 
        set(handles.sf8,'String','Transfer') 
        set(handles.sf9,'String','Oscillate') 
        set(handles.sf10,'String','Arrange') 
        set(handles.sf11,'String','Direct') 
        
set(handles.sf12,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf12more,'Vis
ible','off') 
        
set(handles.sf13,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf13more,'Vis
ible','off') 
    case 'connect' 
        %disp('connect') 
        set(handles.connect,'BackgroundColor',[0 1 0]) 
        set(handles.sf1,'String','Connect') 
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        set(handles.sf2,'String','Couple') 
        set(handles.sf3,'String','Mix') 
        set(handles.sf4,'String','Mount') 
        set(handles.sf5,'String','Apply') 
        set(handles.sf6,'String','Add') 
        set(handles.sf7,'String','Combine') 
        set(handles.sf8,'String','Encounter') 
        set(handles.sf9,'String','Bond') 
        
set(handles.sf10,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf10more,'Vis
ible','off') 
        
set(handles.sf11,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf11more,'Vis
ible','off') 
        
set(handles.sf12,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf12more,'Vis
ible','off') 
        
set(handles.sf13,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf13more,'Vis
ible','off') 
    case 'control' 
        %disp('control') 
        set(handles.control,'BackgroundColor',[0 1 0]) 
        set(handles.sf1,'String','Increase') 
        set(handles.sf2,'String','Decrease') 
        set(handles.sf3,'String','Increment') 
        set(handles.sf4,'String','Decrement') 
        set(handles.sf5,'String','Shape') 
        set(handles.sf6,'String','Control') 
        set(handles.sf7,'String','Form') 
        set(handles.sf8,'String','Change') 
        set(handles.sf9,'String','Adjust') 
        set(handles.sf10,'String','Actuate') 
        
set(handles.sf11,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf11more,'Vis
ible','off') 
        
set(handles.sf12,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf12more,'Vis
ible','off') 
        
set(handles.sf13,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf13more,'Vis
ible','off') 
    case 'convert' 
        %disp('convert') 
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        set(handles.convert,'BackgroundColor',[0 1 0]) 
        set(handles.sf1,'String','Convert') 
        set(handles.sf2,'String','Substitute') 
        set(handles.sf3,'String','Transform') 
        set(handles.sf4,'String','Produce') 
        set(handles.sf5,'String','Condition') 
        set(handles.sf6,'String','Treat') 
        set(handles.sf7,'String','Modify') 
        
set(handles.sf8,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf8more,'Visib
le','off') 
        
set(handles.sf9,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf9more,'Visib
le','off') 
        
set(handles.sf10,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf10more,'Vis
ible','off') 
        
set(handles.sf11,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf11more,'Vis
ible','off') 
        
set(handles.sf12,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf12more,'Vis
ible','off') 
        
set(handles.sf13,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf13more,'Vis
ible','off') 
    case 'provision' 
        %disp('provide') 
        set(handles.provide,'BackgroundColor',[0 1 0]) 
        set(handles.sf1,'String','Store') 
        set(handles.sf2,'String','Supply') 
        set(handles.sf3,'String','Prevent') 
        set(handles.sf4,'String','Collect') 
        set(handles.sf5,'String','Protect') 
        set(handles.sf6,'String','Stop') 
        set(handles.sf7,'String','Contain') 
        set(handles.sf8,'String','Inhibit') 
        
set(handles.sf9,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf9more,'Visib
le','off') 




        
set(handles.sf11,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf11more,'Vis
ible','off') 
        
set(handles.sf12,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf12more,'Vis
ible','off') 
        
set(handles.sf13,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf13more,'Vis
ible','off') 
    case 'signal' 
        %disp('signal') 
        set(handles.signal,'BackgroundColor',[0 1 0]) 
     %   set(handles.sf1,'String','Actuate') 
        set(handles.sf1,'String','Indicate') 
        set(handles.sf2,'String','Process') 
        set(handles.sf3,'String','Display') 
        set(handles.sf4,'String','Detect') 
        set(handles.sf5,'String','Measure') 
        set(handles.sf6,'String','Compare') 
        set(handles.sf7,'String','Select') 
        set(handles.sf8,'String','Define') 
        set(handles.sf9,'String','Determine') 
        set(handles.sf10,'String','Monitor') 
        set(handles.sf11,'String','Output') 
        set(handles.sf12,'String','Calculate') 
        
set(handles.sf13,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf13more,'Vis
ible','off') 
    case 'support' 
        %disp('support') 
        set(handles.support,'BackgroundColor',[0 1 0]) 
        set(handles.sf1,'String','Place') 
        set(handles.sf2,'String','Secure') 
        set(handles.sf3,'String','Support') 
        set(handles.sf4,'String','Align') 
        set(handles.sf5,'String','Anchor') 
        set(handles.sf6,'String','Hold') 
        set(handles.sf7,'String','Maintain') 
        
set(handles.sf8,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf8more,'Visib
le','off') 




        
set(handles.sf10,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf10more,'Vis
ible','off') 
        
set(handles.sf11,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf11more,'Vis
ible','off') 
        
set(handles.sf12,'Visible','off');set(handles.sf12more,'Vis
ible','off') 





%jjj = query_generator(handles.funct,str); 




% --- Executes on button press in sf1. 
function sf1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to sf1 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 
str = handles.primary; 
index_temp = handles.index; 
set(handles.sf1,'BackgroundColor',[0 1 0]) 
switch str 
    case 'branch' 
        index = handles.funct_index.branch.divide; 
    case 'channel' 
        index = handles.funct_index.channel.import; 
    case 'connect' 
        index = handles.funct_index.connect.connect; 
    case 'control' 
        index = handles.funct_index.control.increase; 
    case 'convert' 
        index = handles.funct_index.convert.convert; 
    case 'provision' 
        index = handles.funct_index.provision.store; 
    case 'signal' 
        index = handles.funct_index.signal.indicate; 
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    case 'support' 
        index = handles.funct_index.support.place; 
end 
handles.index = [index_temp,index]; 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
  
% --- Executes on button press in sf2. 
function sf2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to sf2 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 
str = handles.primary; 
index_temp = handles.index; 
set(handles.sf2,'BackgroundColor',[0 1 0]) 
switch str 
    case 'branch' 
        index = handles.funct_index.branch.extract; 
    case 'channel' 
        index = handles.funct_index.channel.export; 
    case 'connect' 
        index = handles.funct_index.connect.couple; 
    case 'control' 
        index = handles.funct_index.control.decrease; 
    case 'convert' 
        index = handles.funct_index.convert.substitute; 
    case 'provision' 
        index = handles.funct_index.provision.supply; 
    case 'signal' 
        index = handles.funct_index.signal.process; 
    case 'support' 
        index = handles.funct_index.support.secure; 
end 
handles.index = [index_temp,index]; 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
  
% --- Executes on button press in sf3. 
function sf3_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to sf3 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA)% --- 
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% Executes on button press in sf5. 
str = handles.primary; 
index_temp = handles.index; 
set(handles.sf3,'BackgroundColor',[0 1 0]) 
switch str 
    case 'branch' 
        index = handles.funct_index.branch.clean; 
    case 'channel' 
        index = handles.funct_index.channel.transport; 
    case 'connect' 
        index = handles.funct_index.connect.mix; 
    case 'control' 
        index = handles.funct_index.control.increment; 
    case 'convert' 
        index = handles.funct_index.convert.transform; 
    case 'provision' 
        index = handles.funct_index.provision.prevent; 
    case 'signal' 
        index = handles.funct_index.signal.display; 
    case 'support' 
        index = handles.funct_index.support.support; 
end 
handles.index = [index_temp,index]; 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
  
% --- Executes on button press in sf4. 
function sf4_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to sf4 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 
str = handles.primary; 
index_temp = handles.index; 
set(handles.sf4,'BackgroundColor',[0 1 0]) 
switch str 
    case 'branch' 
        index = handles.funct_index.branch.distribute; 
    case 'channel' 
        index = handles.funct_index.channel.transmit; 
    case 'connect' 
        index = handles.funct_index.connect.mount; 
    case 'control' 
        index = handles.funct_index.control.decrement; 
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    case 'convert' 
        index = handles.funct_index.convert.produce; 
    case 'provision' 
        index = handles.funct_index.provision.collect; 
    case 'signal' 
        index = handles.funct_index.signal.detect; 
    case 'support' 
        index = handles.funct_index.support.align; 
end 
handles.index = [index_temp,index]; 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
  
function sf5_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to sf5 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 
str = handles.primary; 
index_temp = handles.index; 
set(handles.sf5,'BackgroundColor',[0 1 0]) 
switch str 
    case 'branch' 
        index = handles.funct_index.branch.penetrate; 
    case 'channel' 
        index = handles.funct_index.channel.translate; 
    case 'connect' 
        index = handles.funct_index.connect.apply; 
    case 'control' 
        index = handles.funct_index.control.shape; 
    case 'convert' 
        index = handles.funct_index.convert.condition; 
    case 'provision' 
        index = handles.funct_index.provision.protect; 
    case 'signal' 
        index = handles.funct_index.signal.measure; 
    case 'support' 
        index = handles.funct_index.support.anchor; 
end 
handles.index = [index_temp,index]; 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
  
% --- Executes on button press in sf6. 
function sf6_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
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% hObject    handle to sf6 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 
str = handles.primary; 
index_temp = handles.index; 
set(handles.sf6,'BackgroundColor',[0 1 0]) 
switch str 
    case 'branch' 
        index = handles.funct_index.branch.remove; 
    case 'channel' 
        index = handles.funct_index.channel.move; 
    case 'connect' 
        index = handles.funct_index.connect.add; 
    case 'control' 
        index = handles.funct_index.control.control; 
    case 'convert' 
        index = handles.funct_index.convert.treat; 
    case 'provision' 
        index = handles.funct_index.provision.stop; 
    case 'signal' 
        index = handles.funct_index.signal.compare; 
    case 'support' 
        index = handles.funct_index.support.hold; 
end 
handles.index = [index_temp,index]; 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
  
% --- Executes on button press in sf7. 
function sf7_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to sf7 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 
str = handles.primary; 
index_temp = handles.index; 
set(handles.sf7,'BackgroundColor',[0 1 0]) 
switch str 
    case 'branch' 
        index = handles.funct_index.branch.dilute; 
    case 'channel' 
        index = handles.funct_index.channel.rotate; 
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    case 'connect' 
        index = handles.funct_index.connect.combine; 
    case 'control' 
        index = handles.funct_index.control.form; 
    case 'convert' 
        index = handles.funct_index.convert.modify; 
    case 'provision' 
        index = handles.funct_index.provision.contain; 
    case 'signal' 
        index = handles.funct_index.signal.select; 
    case 'support' 
        index = handles.funct_index.support.maintain; 
end 
handles.index = [index_temp,index]; 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
  
% --- Executes on button press in sf8. 
function sf8_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to sf8 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 
str = handles.primary; 
index_temp = handles.index; 
set(handles.sf8,'BackgroundColor',[0 1 0]) 
switch str 
    case 'branch' 
        index = handles.funct_index.branch.split; 
    case 'channel' 
        index = handles.funct_index.channel.transfer; 
    case 'connect' 
        index = handles.funct_index.connect.encounter; 
    case 'control' 
        index = handles.funct_index.control.change; 
    case 'convert' 
        index = []; 
    case 'provision' 
        index = handles.funct_index.provision.inhibit; 
    case 'signal' 
        index = handles.funct_index.signal.define; 
    case 'support' 
        index = []; 
end 
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handles.index = [index_temp,index]; 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
  
% --- Executes on button press in sf9. 
function sf9_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to sf9 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 
str = handles.primary; 
index_temp = handles.index; 
set(handles.sf9,'BackgroundColor',[0 1 0]) 
switch str 
    case 'branch' 
        index = handles.funct_index.branch.disperse; 
    case 'channel' 
        index = handles.funct_index.channel.oscillate; 
    case 'connect' 
        index = handles.funct_index.connect.bond; 
    case 'control' 
        index = handles.funct_index.control.adjust; 
    case 'convert' 
        index = []; 
    case 'provision' 
        index = []; 
    case 'signal' 
        index = handles.funct_index.signal.determine; 
    case 'support' 
        index = []; 
end 
handles.index = [index_temp,index]; 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
  
% --- Executes on button press in sf10. 
function sf10_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to sf10 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 
str = handles.primary; 
index_temp = handles.index; 
set(handles.sf10,'BackgroundColor',[0 1 0]) 
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switch str 
    case 'branch' 
        index = handles.funct_index.branch.break; 
    case 'channel' 
        index = handles.funct_index.channel.arrange; 
    case 'connect' 
        index = []; 
    case 'control' 
        index =  handles.funct_index.control.actuate; 
    case 'convert' 
        index = []; 
    case 'provision' 
        index = []; 
    case 'signal' 
        index = handles.funct_index.signal.monitor; 
    case 'support' 
        index = []; 
end 
handles.index = [index_temp,index]; 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
  
% --- Executes on button press in sf11. 
function sf11_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
str = handles.primary; 
index_temp = handles.index; 
set(handles.sf11,'BackgroundColor',[0 1 0]) 
switch str 
    case 'branch' 
        index = handles.funct_index.branch.machine; 
    case 'channel' 
        index = handles.funct_index.channel.direct; 
    case 'connect' 
        index = []; 
    case 'control' 
        index = []; 
    case 'convert' 
        index = []; 
    case 'provision' 
        index = []; 
    case 'signal' 
        index = handles.funct_index.signal.output; 
    case 'support' 
        index = []; 
end 
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handles.index = [index_temp,index]; 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
  
% --- Executes on button press in sf12. 
function sf12_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to sf12 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 
str = handles.primary; 
index_temp = handles.index; 
set(handles.sf12,'BackgroundColor',[0 1 0]) 
switch str 
    case 'branch' 
        index = []; 
    case 'channel' 
        index = []; 
    case 'connect' 
        index = []; 
    case 'control' 
        index = []; 
    case 'convert' 
        index = []; 
    case 'provision' 
        index = []; 
    case 'signal' 
        index = handles.funct_index.signal.calculate; 
    case 'support' 
        index = []; 
end 
handles.index = [index_temp,index]; 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
  
% --- Executes on button press in sf13. 
function sf13_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to sf13 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 
str = handles.primary; 
index_temp = handles.index; 
set(handles.sf13,'BackgroundColor',[0 1 0]) 
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switch str 
    case 'branch' 
        index = []; 
    case 'channel' 
        index = []; 
    case 'connect' 
        index = []; 
    case 'control' 
        index = []; 
    case 'convert' 
        index = []; 
    case 'provision' 
        index = []; 
    case 'signal' 
        index = []; 
    case 'support' 
        index = []; 
end 




% --- Executes on button press in sfdone. 
function sfdone_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to sfdone (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 







set(handles.sf2,'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]); 
set(handles.sf2more,'Visible','on') 
set(handles.sf3,'Visible','on'); 
set(handles.sf3,'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]); 
set(handles.sf3more,'Visible','on') 
set(handles.sf4,'Visible','on'); 




set(handles.sf5,'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]); 
set(handles.sf5more,'Visible','on') 
set(handles.sf6,'Visible','on'); 
set(handles.sf6,'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]); 
set(handles.sf6more,'Visible','on') 
set(handles.sf7,'Visible','on'); 
set(handles.sf7,'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]); 
set(handles.sf7more,'Visible','on') 
set(handles.sf8,'Visible','on'); 
set(handles.sf8,'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]); 
set(handles.sf8more,'Visible','on') 
set(handles.sf9,'Visible','on'); 
set(handles.sf9,'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]); 
set(handles.sf9more,'Visible','on') 
set(handles.sf10,'Visible','on'); 
set(handles.sf10,'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]); 
set(handles.sf10more,'Visible','on') 
set(handles.sf11,'Visible','on'); 
set(handles.sf11,'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]); 
set(handles.sf11more,'Visible','on') 
set(handles.sf12,'Visible','on'); 
set(handles.sf12,'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]); 
set(handles.sf12more,'Visible','on') 
set(handles.sf13,'Visible','on'); 




% --- Executes on button press in sf1more. 
function more_defs_Callback(hObject, eventdata, 
handles,str) 
% hObject    handle to sf1more (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 




    case 'branch' 
        switch str 
            case 'sf1more' 
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                index = handles.funct_index.branch.divide; 
                secondary = 'Divide'; 
            case 'sf2more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.branch.extract; 
                secondary = 'Extract'; 
            case 'sf3more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.branch.clean; 
                secondary = 'Clean'; 
            case 'sf4more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.branch.distribute; 
                secondary = 'Distribute'; 
            case 'sf5more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.branch.penetrate; 
                secondary = 'Penetrate'; 
            case 'sf6more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.branch.remove; 
                secondary = 'Remove'; 
            case 'sf7more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.branch.dilute; 
                secondary = 'Dilute'; 
            case 'sf8more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.branch.split; 
                secondary = 'Split'; 
            case 'sf9more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.branch.disperse; 
                secondary = 'Disperse'; 
            case 'sf10more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.branch.break; 
                secondary = 'Break'; 
            case 'sf11more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.branch.machine; 
                secondary = 'Machine'; 
        end 
    case 'channel' 
        switch str 
            case 'sf1more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.channel.import; 
                secondary = 'Import'; 
            case 'sf2more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.channel.export; 
                secondary = 'Export'; 
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            case 'sf3more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.channel.transport; 
                secondary = 'Transport'; 
            case 'sf4more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.channel.transmit; 
                secondary = 'Transmit'; 
            case 'sf5more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.channel.translate; 
                secondary = 'Translate'; 
            case 'sf6more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.channel.move; 
                secondary = 'Move'; 
            case 'sf7more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.channel.rotate; 
                secondary = 'Rotate'; 
            case 'sf8more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.channel.transfer; 
                secondary = 'Transfer'; 
            case 'sf9more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.channel.oscillate; 
                secondary = 'Oscillate'; 
            case 'sf10more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.channel.arrange; 
                secondary = 'Arrange'; 
            case 'sf11more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.channel.direct; 
                secondary = 'Direct'; 
        end 
    case 'connect' 
        switch str 
            case 'sf1more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.connect.connect; 
                secondary = 'Connect'; 
            case 'sf2more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.connect.couple; 
                secondary = 'Couple'; 
            case 'sf3more' 
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                index = handles.funct_index.connect.mix; 
                secondary = 'Mix'; 
            case 'sf4more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.connect.mount; 
                secondary = 'Mount'; 
            case 'sf5more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.connect.apply; 
                secondary = 'Apply'; 
            case 'sf6more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.connect.add; 
                secondary = 'Add'; 
            case 'sf7more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.connect.combine; 
                secondary = 'Combine'; 
            case 'sf8more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.connect.encounter; 
                secondary = 'Encounter'; 
            case 'sf9more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.connect.bond; 
                secondary = 'Bond'; 
        end 
    case 'control' 
        switch str 
            case 'sf1more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.control.increase; 
                secondary = 'Increase'; 
            case 'sf2more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.control.decrease; 
                secondary = 'Decrease'; 
            case 'sf3more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.control.increment; 
                secondary = 'Increment'; 
            case 'sf4more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.control.decrement; 
                secondary = 'Decrement'; 
            case 'sf5more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.control.shape; 
                secondary = 'Shape'; 
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            case 'sf6more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.control.control; 
                secondary = 'Control'; 
            case 'sf7more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.control.form; 
                secondary = 'Form'; 
            case 'sf8more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.control.change; 
                secondary = 'Change'; 
            case 'sf9more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.control.adjust; 
                secondary = 'Adjust'; 
            case 'sf10more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.control.actuate; 
                secondary = 'Actuate'; 
        end 
    case 'convert' 
        switch str 
            case 'sf1more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.convert.convert; 
                secondary = 'Convert'; 
            case 'sf2more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.convert.substitute; 
                secondary = 'Substitute'; 
            case 'sf3more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.convert.transform; 
                secondary = 'Transform'; 
            case 'sf4more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.convert.produce; 
                secondary = 'Produce'; 
            case 'sf5more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.convert.condition; 
                secondary = 'Condition'; 
            case 'sf6more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.convert.treat; 
                secondary = 'Treat'; 
            case 'sf7more' 
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                index = handles.funct_index.convert.modify; 
                secondary = 'Modify'; 
        end 
    case 'provision' 
        switch str 
            case 'sf1more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.provision.store; 
                secondary = 'Store'; 
            case 'sf2more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.provision.supply; 
                secondary = 'Supply'; 
            case 'sf3more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.provision.prevent; 
                secondary = 'Prevent'; 
            case 'sf4more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.provision.collect; 
                secondary = 'Collect'; 
            case 'sf5more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.provision.protect; 
                secondary = 'Protect'; 
            case 'sf6more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.provision.stop; 
                secondary = 'Stop'; 
            case 'sf7more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.provision.contain; 
                secondary = 'Contain'; 
            case 'sf8more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.provision.inhibit; 
                secondary = 'Inhibit'; 
        end 
    case 'signal' 
        switch str 
            case 'sf1more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.signal.indicate; 
                secondary = 'Indicate'; 
            case 'sf2more' 
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                index = handles.funct_index.signal.process; 
                secondary = 'Process'; 
            case 'sf3more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.signal.display; 
                secondary = 'Display'; 
            case 'sf4more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.signal.detect; 
                secondary = 'Detect'; 
            case 'sf5more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.signal.measure; 
                secondary = 'Measure'; 
            case 'sf6more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.signal.compare; 
                secondary = 'Compare'; 
            case 'sf7more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.signal.select; 
                secondary = 'Select'; 
            case 'sf8more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.signal.define; 
                secondary = 'Define'; 
            case 'sf9more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.signal.determine; 
                secondary = 'Determine'; 
            case 'sf10more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.signal.monitor; 
                secondary = 'Monitor'; 
            case 'sf11more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.signal.output; 
                secondary = 'Output'; 
            case 'sf12more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.signal.calculate; 
                secondary = 'Calculate'; 
        end 
    case 'support' 
        switch str 
            case 'sf1more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.support.place; 
                secondary = 'Place'; 
            case 'sf2more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.support.secure; 
                secondary = 'Secure'; 
            case 'sf3more' 
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                index = 
handles.funct_index.support.support; 
                secondary = 'Support'; 
            case 'sf4more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.support.align; 
                secondary = 'Align'; 
            case 'sf5more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.support.anchor; 
                secondary = 'Anchor'; 
            case 'sf6more' 
                index = handles.funct_index.support.hold; 
                secondary = 'Hold'; 
            case 'sf7more' 
                index = 
handles.funct_index.support.maintain; 
                secondary = 'Maintain'; 







% --- Executes on button press in clear. 
function clear_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to clear (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 
set(handles.branch,'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]) 
set(handles.channel,'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]) 
set(handles.connect,'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]) 
set(handles.control,'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]) 
set(handles.convert,'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]) 
set(handles.provide,'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]) 
set(handles.signal,'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]) 
set(handles.support,'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]) 







PATENT SEARCH RESULT VIEWER FUNCTION 
 function varargout = searchviewer_v2(varargin) 
% SEARCHVIEWER_V2 M-file for searchviewer_v2.fig 
%      SEARCHVIEWER_V2, by itself, creates a new 
SEARCHVIEWER_V2 or raises the existing 
%      singleton*. 
% 
%      H = SEARCHVIEWER_V2 returns the handle to a new 
SEARCHVIEWER_V2 or the handle to 
%      the existing singleton*. 
% 
%      
SEARCHVIEWER_V2('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) 
calls the local 
%      function named CALLBACK in SEARCHVIEWER_V2.M with 
the given input arguments. 
% 
%      SEARCHVIEWER_V2('Property','Value',...) creates a 
new SEARCHVIEWER_V2 or raises the 
%      existing singleton*.  Starting from the left, 
property value pairs are 
%      applied to the GUI before searchviewer_v2_OpeningFcn 
gets called.  An 
%      unrecognized property name or invalid value makes 
property application 
%      stop.  All inputs are passed to 
searchviewer_v2_OpeningFcn via varargin. 
% 
%      *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu.  Choose "GUI 
allows only one 
%      instance to run (singleton)". 
% 
% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES 
  
% Edit the above text to modify the response to help 
searchviewer_v2 
  
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 03-Jan-2011 23:10:14 
  
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ... 
                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
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                   'gui_OpeningFcn', 
@searchviewer_v2_OpeningFcn, ... 
                   'gui_OutputFcn',  
@searchviewer_v2_OutputFcn, ... 
                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
                   'gui_Callback',   []); 
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1}) 




    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, 
varargin{:}); 
else 
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
end 
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
  
  
% --- Executes just before searchviewer_v2 is made visible. 
function searchviewer_v2_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, 
handles, varargin) 
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn. 
% hObject    handle to figure 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 
% varargin   command line arguments to searchviewer_v2 (see 
VARARGIN) 
  




temp = load('fcm_valid.mat'); 
handles.fcm = temp.fcm'; 
temp=[]; 
  
temp = load('patent_title_valid.mat'); 
handles.patent_title = temp.patent_title; 
temp=[]; 
  
temp = load('patent_number_valid.mat'); 
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handles.patent_number = temp.patent_number; 
temp=[]; 
  
temp = load('class_valid.mat'); 
handles.patent_class = temp.class; 
temp=[]; 
  
temp = load('uspto_classes.mat'); 
handles.uspto_classes = temp.uspto_classes; 
temp=[]; 
% Choose default command line output for searchviewer_v2 
  
% Update handles structure 










% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the 
command line. 
function varargout = searchviewer_v2_OutputFcn(hObject, 
eventdata, handles)  
% varargout  cell array for returning output args (see 
VARARGOUT); 
% hObject    handle to figure 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 
  
% Get default command line output from handles structure 
varargout{1} = handles.output; 
  
  
% --- Executes on selection change in resultbox. 
function resultbox_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to resultbox (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
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% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 
  
% Hints: contents = cellstr(get(hObject,'String')) returns 
resultbox contents as cell array 
%        contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns selected 











% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all 
properties. 
function resultbox_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to resultbox (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all 
CreateFcns called 
  
% Hint: listbox controls usually have a white background on 
Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all 
properties. 
function alpha_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to alpha (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 




% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on 
Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all 
properties. 
function beta_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to beta (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all 
CreateFcns called 
  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on 
Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all 
properties. 
function top_xx_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to top_xx (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all 
CreateFcns called 
  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on 
Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
  
% --- Executes on button press in recompute. 
function recompute_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
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% hObject    handle to recompute (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 






% --- Executes on button press in save. 
function save_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to save (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 
SAVE 'test_save.mat' -STRUCT handles result_title 
result_number result_class query_vec 
  
% --- Executes on button press. 
function change_class_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles, 
str) 
% hObject    handle to prev_class (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version 
of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA) 
switch str 
    case 'prev' 
        handles.class_track = handles.class_track - 1; 
    case 'next' 
        handles.class_track = handles.class_track + 1; 
end 














handles.class_track = 1; 
handles.a1 = str2num(get(handles.alpha,'String')); 
handles.b1 = str2num(get(handles.beta,'String')); 
handles.num_result = str2num(get(handles.top_xx,'String')); 
x_temp = (1:handles.num_result); 
handles.total_relevancy = handles.a1*handles.cos_relevancy 
+ handles.b1*handles.fcm; 
[rank,index] = sort(handles.total_relevancy,'descend'); 
handles.indexes = index; 














handles = group_classes(handles); 


















Appendix C: TreeTagger Tag Set (Schmid, 1994) 
POS Tag  Description  Example 
CC  coordinating conjunction  and 
CD  cardinal number  1, third 
DT  determiner  the 
EX  existential there  /there/ is 
FW  foreign word  d'hoevre 
IN  preposition, subordinating conjunction  in, of, like 
IN/that  /that/ as subordinator  that 
JJ  adjective  green 
JJR  adjective, comparative  greener 
JJS  adjective, superlative  greenest 
LS  list marker  1) 
MD  modal  could, will 
NN  noun, singular or mass  table 
NNS  noun plural  tables 
NP  proper noun, singular  John 
NPS  proper noun, plural  Vikings 
ORD ordinal number 1 
PDT  predeterminer  /both/ the boys 
POS  possessive ending  friend/'s/ 
PP  personal pronoun  I, he, it 
PP$  possessive pronoun  my, his 
RB  adverb  however, usually, naturally, here, good 
RBR  adverb, comparative  better 
RBS  adverb, superlative  best 
RP  particle  give /up / 
SENT  Sentence-break punctuation . ! ? 
SYM  Symbol  / [ = * 
TO  infinitive 'to'  /to/ go 
UH  interjection  uhhuhhuhh 
VB  verb /be/, base form  be 
VBD  verb /be/, past tense  was, were 
VBG  verb /be/, gerund/present participle  being 
VBN  verb /be/, past participle  been 
VBP  verb /be/, sing. present, non-3d  am, are 
VBZ  verb /be/, 3rd person sing. present  is 
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VH  verb /have/, base form  have 
VHD  verb /have/, past tense  had 
VHG  verb /have/, gerund/present participle  having 
VHN  verb /have/, past participle  had 
VHP  verb /have/, sing. present, non-3d  have 
VHZ  verb /have/, 3rd person sing. present  has 
VV  verb, base form  take 
VVD  verb, past tense  took 
VVG  verb, gerund/present participle  taking 
VVN  verb, past participle  taken 
VVP  verb, sing. present, non-3d  take 
VVZ  verb, 3rd person sing. present  takes 
WDT  wh-determiner  which 
WP  wh-pronoun  who, what 
WP$  possessive wh-pronoun  whose 
WRB  wh-abverb  where, when 
# # # 
$ $ $ 
Quotation marks '    
`` Opening quotation marks ' " 
( Opening brackets ( { 
) Closing brackets ) } 
, Comma , 
: Punctuation - ; : -- ... 
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Appendix D: Function Vocabulary 
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